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SECULAR EDUCATION.
SEPTEMBER, 1873.
(D. O. FURLONG, 2d Rhetoric,-promoted to 1St.).
4t\~. I.
OWI~.'I'HE
Vol. VIII.
(An Oration delivered in the Exhibition I-Iall, Santa Clara College, on the occasion
of the Twenty-second Annual Commencement and Exhibition, June zd, 1873.)
'"rHE subject of education has al-
" ways been considered one of
paramount importance ; and that
with good reason: for the child of
to-day will be the man of to-morrow:
the grammar-boy of to-day will be,
erelong, the father of a family, the
lawyer, the judge, the statesman; and
he will acquit himself of his duties as
an aduIt according to the training he
has received in his youth. Holy writ
tells us that "a young man, even
when he is old, will not depart
from his ways." It is with this con-
viction that I invite your attention,
ladies and gentlemen, to a few re-
marks which I intend to make to-
night on "Secular Education,"
I am aware that this system of in-
struction n1ay "be seen i~1 practical
operation around us, and consequent-
ly that any disparaging remarks upon
it may seem invidious; but ,my pur-
A
pose is neither to cen sure existmg
institutions, nor to com plain of the
evils resulting therefrom, I shall
deal only with the system itself and
its natural consequences; leaving
those acquainted-with its workings to
judge whether my ideas are borne
out by the facts, or not.
Education, to be worthy of the
nam e} 111ust effect a triple deoelopemeru;
that is, it must cultivate the body, the
mind, and the heart. Neglect any
one 'of these three, and you at once
disturb the equilibrium of the whole.
Educate the body at the expense of the
mind and soul, and you have a mere
animal; educate the intelligence at the
expense of the moral and religious feel-
ings, and you have a polished mon-
ster. You but store the arsenal of
the mind with \veapons which it will
be, tern pted to use against the altar
and the throne alike-s-wherewith it
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may carry on war against the welfare,
l~ay, the very existence of society.
Now this is precisely what mere se-
cular education is, of itself, calculated
to effect. Its object is to instil into the
mind the principles of the various
arts and sciences, to make men skil-
ful mathematicians, subtle reasoners,
shrewd business men; but it omits
those principles which alone will
guide man safely through the perilous
roads of life: that will fit him to meet,
with unruffled brow, the ' frowns and
scorn of an unfeeling world : that will
enable him to bear up cheerfully
against the reverses of fortune: that
will make him battle manfully against
crime: that will make him honest in
all the avocations of life: that will
point out to him a hereafter beyond
and superior to anything whic? this
material 'world can give.
And \vhat are the natural conse-
quences of this omission to the fami- '
ly aud the state at large? The child
that has been trained up without
moral and religious principles, will
be apt to indulge his animal instincts;
will set at nought the laws of God;
will prove refractory to his parents ;
and, having no control over his pas-
sions, will brook no contradiction.
When put to the test of submission,
his language and, behaviour will be
different indeed from \v hat should be
expected of a dutiful child towards
those who gave him life, and who
have bestowed on him so many cares
and solicitudes. '
This much "vas well understood,
even by pagan antiquity; 'as its history
attests. Dion, the philosopher, had
administered sharp reproof to Diony-
sius the tyrant, on account of his
cruelty: Dionysius felt highly offend-
ed} and determined to revenge him-
self on Dion. Accordingly he had the
son of Dion arrested, not-as might
have been expected-for the purpose
or putting him to death, but for that
of giving him up truo the hands of :«
godless teacher! Dionysius knew
that a child brought up without reli-
gious training would be a plague and
curse to his parents all his life-time ;
and this, .the tyrant thought, was the
greatest and most lasting revenge he
could take on Dion for having cen-
sured his conduet.
And if these remarks apply to the
ruder, they apply no less forcibly to
the gentler sex. My convictions
oblige me to point out that they too
\viil feel, and feel acutely, the poison-
ous shafts of secular education. H uman
nature is the same in all; and there-
fore it can be no wonder that woman
when unrestrained by religious prin-
ples, should forget her proper sphere
in society, should neglect the useful
for the ornamental, devote her time
to light reading, frequent the opera,
be heard declaiming both from the
rostrum and from the pulpit, and
lastly should plunge heart and soul,
into the filthy mire of the so-called
"Women's Rights" movement.
r-rhe mo~t majestic kingdom, says
a distinguished writer, in which wo-
man can reign, is home. Woman
nowhere looks more lovely, more
truly great, than in her O\VP house,
and surrounded 'by her children. I t
is not in the court-room, in the pul-
pit, or in a political rostrum, but it is
among those of her own household
that woman's influence can effect so
much. Washington, in his farewell
,
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address to the American people, told
them that religion and morality were
the props of society and the pillars of
the State. Bu t how can the State
possess religion and morality if the
members composing it have 'none ?
. The State is made up of families, and
if th~y have not been imbued with
sound moral principles; whence can
the State obtain such principles P,
If then the words of the "father of
our country" are true, as they un-
doubtedly are, what becomes of the
stability of our comrnonwcalth P
. Should we encourage a system of in-
struction that tends to undermine the
foundations of our republic? Is the
governn1ent justified in levying taxes
for the maintenance of an infidel sys'-
tern of instruction that is gnav/ing at
the very vitals of its existence?
And let no one atternpt to answer
me by 'advancing the theory that pa-
rental instruction can impart what
the State system lacks. I am dealing
here with the system z'tseif; and I find
it deficient in what essentially consti- .
tutes a beneficial education. "Secu-
lar education" says Guizot, "to be
truly great and socially useful, must be
fundamentally religious." Besides,
practically speaking, parents cannot
adequately supply the deficiency.
They are the bread-winners or the
household managers ; and they have
to work for their families. . Besides
\\1 hich, they are, in most instances,
unqualified for such an office.
"But the Sunday schools can do
all that is required."-Yes 1 Use
no salt with your food during the
week; but take it all on Sunday 1
." Religion,': says Lord Derby with
much truth, "is not a thing apart
fro 111 education, but is interwoven
with its whole system. It is a princi-
ple \V hich c\H1trols and regulates ' the
whole mind. "
We have seen, then, what is the
nature of Secular Education, and
what are the baneful consequences
that naturally fall 0\"" therefrom. And
now, if I 111ay venture,-and I trust I
mav. .without offence-i-to bring these
remarks to a practical conclusion, I
will say plainly, that as things are in
this our country, the only system of
education calculated to stop the ever
swelling flood of individual aild social
evil, is the denominational system. .
This, in my hum ble opinion, is the
only system which deals out justice,
even-handed, to all alike, and which
will insure both the peace and happi-
ness of families, and the stability and
prosperity of our republic.
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THE ADVENTURES OF A STRON0-~lINDED KI'I'TEN ;
A STORY OF CALIFORNIAN LIFE.
(BY J. P. ROWE.)
CHAPTER I.-The Republzc 0/ Three.
ONCE upon a time there was a"little kitten, who lived with
her brothers and sisters and old
mother Tabby in a roomy old barn
redolent of hay.
They spent their time in catching
the littl e mice that ran in and out of
its dark corners; but mother Tabby
alone attacked the great fat rats, who
always fought savagely, but in the
end were sure to fall her victims.
'T his happy family caught rats and
mice merely for sport; for they were
never stinted in milk 'or meat. Do
, you not think, then, that they ought
to have been contented?
But one of thern , the youngest,
was "strong-minded," and thought
her lot in life too narrow. The barn ,
it is true, ' was large and lofty, and she
was at liberty to range about it as
much as she liked; but she was only
allowed outside of its protecting walls
for a few hours every day, for the
reason, as her mother said, that big,
ugly creatures called dogs lived in the
outer world, who ran about, open-
mouthed, seeking whom they might
devour. She illust therefore stay at
home till she was older, and could
swiftly climb up trees whenever the
dogs ran after her. This did not suit
Kitty, who, being a very conceited
young puss, imagined she was quite
capable of taking care of herself. So
one day, when her mother was busi-
ly engaged in teaching SOUle of the
older ones to catch rats, she escaped
from home and started in life on her
own account. A
She climbed fence after fence, got .
lost in innumerable corn-fields, and
at length found herself ant in the
open prairie, where the bright flowers
were nodding in the bright sun.
'''Ah,'' cried she as she gamboled
about, " how beautiful is this glowing
earth! How very absurd of mother
to keep us in 'ignorance of the exqui -
site loveliness of nature! Heigh-ho !
What a delightful thing it is to be an
emancipated kitten !" And in sheer
ligh.-heartednes she leaped into the
air.
But as she descended, she was
aware of a very curious creature, sit-
ting up in the grass close by. She
had never seen such an ugly, funny-
looking thing before. It had the
head of a 'rabbit, the tail of a squirrel,
and the body of a large rat. So she
felt quite frightened, and arching up
her back, and swelling out her tail ,
made herself look as fierce- as possi-
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ble. The creature never moved,
however. .It only wagged its bushy
tail, and cried, "Yapp! Yapp 1')
\Vhich being interpreted, illeant,
"Ho\v odd you can make yourself
look, to be sure!" Then Kitty,
crouching down, tried to spring upon
him ; but he, evading her ran a little
way off, turned head over heels, and
then, sitting up again on his hind
limbs, asked, how was that for high,
This made Kitty exceedingly an-
gry. "I'll teach you," said she, "to
laugh at your betters;" and she
made one very big spring at him, but
<, brought herself up all standing; for
her enen1Y had totally disappeared.
Kitty rubbed her eyes, She
thought she must be dreaming, But
no l After she had rubbed them.
well, there was still the bright prairie
with the bright flowers and the bright
sun, as plain as ever.
Then she began looking all (1 round
for her enenIY, and at length discov-
ered a hole in the ground, which she
thought must be his hall door. So,
putting in one pa\v, and extending
her cla\VS, she discovered that there
was plenty of room inside; and being
a thoughtless and imprudent kitten,
without more ado she crept in.
The first thing she saw, when her
eyes became accustomed to the
gloom, was a little fat bird, standing
on one stumpy leg? fast asleep in a
corner. Presently he opened his
great round eyes, and looked at her;
then put down his other foot, which
had been nestling cosily under his
"ring, and hopped towards her with
an air that plainly said, "who are
you ?" But being very near-sighted,
he poked his Roman nose too close
to her face, So she boxed his ears,
Whereupon he hopped back to his
corner) stood on one foot and patted
his boxed ear tenderly; while he
gazed mournfully at Kitty. Our
puss felt herself in a very awkward
situation. If she turned round to go
out of the hole, the small bird might
possibly nip off her tail, in. revenge
for having his ears boxed. But while
she was debating w hat to do next, ~
there sounded in the distance a
strange yapping,-" Yapp . . Yapp !"
-No\\" it ,'was nearer. " Yapp 1
yapp ! yapp !"·- No\\" her little ene-
my Waggle-faz'l was sitting up before
her, looking as impudent as ever.
"Well, I declare, IVliss :" cried he;
"this is pretty behaviour, following
me home in this style, and paying
court to my esteemed friend in illy
absence! Such conduct is positively
shocking! ." And I(itty thought the .
little fellow would kill himself with
laughing.
"'Things . were different in ill j;
young days," snorted the fat bird.
"Then no young puss would have
dared to box an old owl's ears."
"Not even when he poked his
nose in her face? " asked Kitty.
" Did he really do that?" inquired
Waggle-tail of Kitty. "Fie, Sir
Owl," continued the incorrigible wee
thing, putting up one pa\v before his
ridiculous little . face, and looking at
the company through his claws, while
he laughed and wagged his tail harder
than ever. "But let us introduce
ourselves. What rnay your name be,
Miss?" remarked he, as ' he erected
his ears and put his head on one side
in order to listen better.
" Kitty," said she.
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"Now let me bring"to your notice
the gentleman you have been taking
:"such liberties with. . He is A~zr Fly-
auiav Owl, a most aristocratic person,
\vho finding it rather dull in the up-:-
per regions, has join~d our little co-
operative union of three, and works
for his living like the rest of us. As
for me, I belong to the lower orders,
who divide the day between work
and play. I'm a member of the
Jolly Dog Society; and . ,m y name is
PrqJr£e Do{/. I always have my let-
ters addressed, · Prairie Dog, . Esq.,
J. D . S.' I have, however, a variety
of other names which nly friends
have given me, such as 'In1pertinent
I)~g,' 'Lucky' Dog," . , Mischievous
Dog,' etc .' etc."
" You are a very conceited dog, in
lny opinion," remarked Kitty.
" And I consider you a very silly
puss," retorted Prairie Dog, indig-
nantly.
,'Now don't be calling each other
names," said the wise Owl, "but go
on with business."
"Well, then," continued Prairie
Dog, "in that dark corner lies .lJ11~.
Rattlesnake, our sleeping-partner, He
wakes up every now and then, and
swallows the first thing that comes to
harid,-a kitten, for instance;" (here
~e winked at the Owl) "and then
he goes to sleep for another t\VO
months."
Kitty, who felt greatly alarmed at
this account of the. sleeping-partner,
said she must be going, and rose to
take leave; but Prairie Dog told her
not to be in a hurry, that he and Sir
Owl were in want of a little lively
company and would be glad' if she
would stay and keep house for them.
" But how about Mr. Rattlesnake?
Won't he eat me up?" inquired
Kitty.
" O h, he has just swallowed a prai-
rie hen, and will not awake for the
next two months," replied Prairie
Dog.
,.. Before I agree to another per-
son's boarding and lodging with us,"
snorted the Owl, "I .m ust know what
she eats."
"Rats and mice," answered Kitty.
"Oh, that's very convenient," con-
tinued the Ow 1, in a patronising tone ;
"for you and I can hunt together."
But Kitty, who felt riled at the high
.and mighty lllanner of Sir Owl-al-
beit the poor little bird never dreamt
of giving offence-s-answered, hotly,
that she would rather hunt with Prai-
rie Dog" because he was more lively.
Whereat Prairie Dog' slapped one
little front pa\v upon .his little fat
thigh, and tumbled head over ~eels
with delight.
" , Can you eat grass? n asked he ,
anxiously.
" No," said Kitty.
" 1~hen we can't take our meals
together," answered he mournfully.
" But you can play all day with me,
and hunt all night with Sir O\vL"
" But then what time shall' I have
for sleeping? n inquired Kitty,
"Oh, I forgot about that!" an-
swered Prairie Dog, scratching his
head in a puzzled .m anner. " Well,
suppose you sleep when you feel in-
clined r
" Well; that will be now 1" said
Kitty, coiling herself up iIi one corner
of the hole. Arid 'she 'was fast asleep
before you could say "Jack Robin-
son."
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CHAPTER II.-A Narroto Escape.
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Kitty was awakened by a loud
blowing and snorting. Listening at-
tentively for S01l1e ti me, she conclud- :
ed it came from the 0\ .l's quarters,
c. What's up? " cried Kitty, who
"vas, 1'111 sorry to say, a little vulgar,
and somewhat inclined to indulge in
slang.
" I'l11 up, Miss," answered the
sedate Owl; and if you are corning
out hunting 'with me, _you'd better be
up also."
" But \'.1hat are you making such a
fuss about?" inquired Kitty, as she
gaped and stretched herself prepara-
tively to 'getting up
'c I'm dressing myself ; that is to
say, I'm putting a top dressing on
.my feathers; for I expect there will
be the Duchess of Gobble-ern-up-
quick, and the Marchioness of Snatch-
em-up-fast, at the hunt to-night; and
I like to make myself agreeable to
the ladies."
. "Where's Prairie Dog?" inqnired
Kitty.
"Oh, you silly puss!" cried the
Owl, contemptuously, "don't you
know that this is his sleeping tim e,
and that it is only cats, owls, editors,
and poor printers and their devils
that work at night? When will you
learn wisdom ? "
"Never," answered Kitty. "Wis-
dom was never made for kittens, nor
kittens for wisdom. A wise kitten
would be simply ridiculous."
"More's the. pity," replied the
'O\v1 ; and he tried to turn up his
Roman nose, but could not do it.
"No\¥ glt!" cried Pussy, making
as if she would box his ears. So he
hopped quickly out of the hole, and
Pussy sprang out after him.
" You don't kn~:)\v anything about
hunting, I suppose?" inquired the
owl loftily, flapping his wings as he
spoke.
" Oh dear, no! . I belong to the
Know-noth£n~R party," replied Kitty.
"Then I'll rise in the air; for
that's where I see best; and when I
catch sight of a mouse on the ground,
I will call out' whoa,' and then you've
got to look out, you know."
"Go ahead !" said IZitty, and the
Owl rose in the air.
, " Whoa! "-and Kitty caught a
mouse and swallowed it in a twink-
ling. "Whoa! "-and Kitty caught
another.
" 'Say! An't you coming to have
a bite?" cried she.
~, Idon't mind if I do," said the
Owl, dropping down beside her.
" But help yourself first." So Kitty,
\'\7ho was still very hungry, took. the
head piece, and left the tail end of
the dinner for Sir Owl.
. "Now," said he, wiping his bill on
a blade of grass, "I'm off to join the
nobility." And a\vay he flew.
He was gone so long that Kitty,
becoming tired of waiting for him,
took to catching mice for amusement,
and had quite a heap of victims
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gathered before her, when her com-
panion returned.
.. "Why what a cunning little hun-
ter you are!" he cried. "Who
'would have thought 'you could do so
well after only one lesson? "
" Ah !" replied the incorrigible
Puss, winking outrageously at Sir
Owl, "kittens have more brains than
some wise people give them credit
for. I never saw a kitten yet that
could not get her living if she was
once shown how to .do it."
Just then there were heard some
short, sharp barks, not very far off,
for all the world as if some one was
calling out "Where? ,. "Where?"
" Where ?" and some else was an-
swering, "Here I" "Here 1" "Here 1"
"Those are Coyotes," explained
Sir Owl,
" 'What sort of creatures are they ?"
inquired Puss.
"Something between a wolf 'and a
dog," replied Sir 0\\71.
"I'd like to see one,'" rejoined
Puss, "so I think I'll answer."
"Don't do any such thing," said
Sir Owl, '~for a coyote wOl~ld as
soon eat you as look at you."
"Yah!" cried Kitty, in a rage,
spitting at the Owl, und grinning
horribly, "I'll sing if I like!" and
she sang the following ditty ------
" Youl I Sproul! Meul I Loul I
"Squeak 1
"Bah! Ma-ah I Va-ah! Mew I"
Poor Sir Owl was horrified! He
covered up one ear with one 'foot,
and would willingly have covered np
the other one with the other foot ;
but this would have left him without
a leg to stand upon.
"T'hat's not a pretty song I" he
observed.
"Oh, you don't understand music,"
answered Kitty. "The air I've just
sung, is out .of a celebrated op~ra
called the 'Rendezvous dez Chats,'
and it is the tune known by the name
of 'The Song the Old CO\V Died of.'
Coyote likes it. He stopped singing
directly I began; and see! Here
he comes to compliment me !" .
Sir Owl turned his head quickly,
and saw two great eyes coming along,
Nothing was to be seen but these
two great eyes moving throu~h the
grass.
"Hist ! Run for your life!" shriek-
ed the O\vl, as .he rose into the air;
and Kitty bolted into the hole just in
time to avoid being caught by Mr..
Coyote.
" Why, what's the matter ?" cried
Prairie Dog '; for Kitty had tumbled
over him i ~l her fright. " Why, dear
heart, you have the cold shivers 1
Don't speak ! You'll bite your tongue.
if you do; ' your teeth are chattering
so. Let me rub down your hair: its
all standing on end. Good gracious
me ! What can have happened?
But here comes Sir Owl, who will
explain everything."
And the Owl explained.
"T he Owl is the wisest of animals, "
said Prairie Dog; for though I've
the sharpest tongue, he has the big-
gest head."
" Hist l" exclaimed the wise one,
who had been standing near the en-
trance of the hole, with his head on
one side, listening to some thing:
"that dreadful Coyote is sniffing
. around our hole; and now he is
digging us out."
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At this news poor Kitty gave a lit-
tle mew of sorrow.
" Hush, if you value your lifel"
whispered Sir Owl, who had now
joined them in the extremest corner
of the hole, where they all clung to-
gether for mutual support.
Then there was a dead .silence
among the terror-stricken group; and
nothing was to ', be heard but the
scratching of the Coyote removing
the earth.
Now, although Pussy was blessed
with four legs, she could not manage
her understanding at all; and so
weak with fright was she that she fell,
knocking over the little. Owl on her
'\vay to the ground.
, ,. Kitty," cried he snappishly, "if
you can't manage to stand it, lie
down, and don't knock me over any
more: I don't like it." With that
she crouched low on the earth, and
Prairie Dog followed her example,
Sir Owl was the only upright one
of the party; but then , he was an
aristocrat, you ' illust remember, and
so was always a person of some
standing. But he usually stood . on
one foot; whereas at this juncture it
took him all his time to stand on
. two ; he was shaking so Inuch with
fear. Still the Coyote scratched on.
"Is there nothing we can do to ,
save ,our lives?" inquired Prairie
Dog of the wise O\V1.
" Nothing ; unless you and Kitty
can dig into our next door neighbor's,
where we could lodge for the pre- ,
sent."
"That's it 1" said Prairie Dog;
" 'tis my turn, now, .to save the
Republic of Three l-I{jtty, lend a
claw l' " And the t\VO went to work
B
with a will.
But presently Prairie Dog, 'who
found it dull, working in silence, '
thought of something to say, and ad-
dressed the President of the Republic
thus :-
"You, Sir Owl, 'are not called
upon to labor with your claws: so see
what you can do with your brains, ' to
save us from. this danger. NO\V is
the time to give your wisdom an air-
ing."
" Prairie Dog," answered the Owl 0
gravely, " you talk too much. Shut
up, and go to work.'
Just then Coyote stopped scratch-
ing, and commenced afresh with his
"Where? where? whcrc r "
" It's lucky he's so fond of his own
music," whispered the Owl: "it gives
us a little longer time to live, But,
Kitty, you must not sit listening to
that song. You can sing as well as
that yourself, any day. Pluck up
your spirits and the earth together, ,if
you would live." Whereupon Kitty
went to work with all claws, so vigo-
rously that the dust she kicked up
nearly choked Prairie Dog.
" , Say! Pussy! There's modera-
tion in all things 1" cried out the poor
little' coughing bOW-liJOZfJ. Just then,
up hopped the O\v1. ' " That dread-
ful brute is at work again," he ex-
claimed .; and as he spoke, a blast of
hot air. came down the hole.
" 0 h! he has his nose in our
doorway," cried the Owl, "and is
trying to find out how deep under-
ground we are. But go ahead, chil-
dren: we'll beat him yet 1"
" What will 1\1 r. Rattlesnake do ?"
inquired Pussy, who was fond of ask-
ing questions.
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, 'We'll leave him to guard the en-
trance," replied the Owl; "and it is
to be hoped that Coyote, when he
scales our outworks, will bite Rattle-
snake; for then Rattlesnake will ,bite
Coyote, and Coyote will die That is
the plan of n1Y campaign: but, in
case it should fail, I want to secure
admittance into my neighbor's terri-
tory. So work away, .for Coyote is
nearly through 'our ramparts."
" Sir Owl," whispered Prairie Dog,
" come a\vay back here 1 We have
only two more inches of work to do ;
and if you stay so near the entrance,
you will be caught by Coyote." .
" L'll just take one more observa-
tion, and then join you miners," re-
plied the Owl, hopping away as he
spoke. And then there arose a most
awful hooting; and Prairie Dog sat
up on his hind legs, letting his front
pa\vs hang ·do\vn despondingly by his
side; and while the tears coursed
down his innocent nose, informed
Pussy that he was sure Sir Ow1was
"gone up." .
Now Kitty, not being a Califor-
nian cat , knew not the meaning of
this mysterious expression, and asked
Prairie Dog what it meant,
" I mean,". said he, "that Sir Owl
is gone down ' Coyote's throat, and
that our Republic has lost its head.
But the tail's left," he remarked,
"and it will wiggle-waggle until the
end." And animated with this bright
idea, he attacked the hole with fresh
vigor.
.At this juncture, however, Sir O\V1,
who was not dead at' all, came hop-
ping along gleefully. "Hoot 1 hoot I"
he cried, "Give three cheers, chil-
dren 1 \Ve're saved! The red-skins
are coming 1 Listen to their war-
whoop 1" And as he spoke, there
came. a rush of voices overhead. rand
a clattering of hoofs, and a whizzing of
. arrows ; and Coyote, after once more
crying out dismally, "Here 1 Here!
Here! " collapsed.
" Hurry up," said Sir Owl, "and
see the fun." And away he raced
with Prairie Dog and Kitty after him,
for the top of the hole. There in the
rnoonlight lay the beast, pierced with
arrows ; and far away in the .distance
were the retreating red-skins : and all
the settlement was turning out for a
jubilee over the dead monster. There
was quite a crowd of prairie dogs
yapp-yapping, and of little owls hoot-
ing, and rattlesnakes hissing, for joy. .
"It's as good as a play," cried
Kitty, catching hold of her tail and
waltzing around 'with it, in her de-
light; while Prairie Dog, as usual,
tUlTIbled head-over -heels with plea-
sure, and Sir Owl flapped his wings,
hopped about awkwardly on one
leg, and notwithstanding his melan-
choly cast of countenance looked
ridiculously happy.
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1~HE "MONTH OF MARY" AT SANTi\ CLARA COLLEGE.
1 J
T H E interposition of the LongVacation, between the respec-
tive issues of our last and our present
numbers will have the effect, no
doubt, of making the heading of this
article seem somewhat out of date.
But if our readers will kindly bear in
mind that the month of May ended
only two or three days before the Va-
cation commenced, it will be plain
to them that comment on the way in
which that month was passed at Santa
Clara has been practically im possible
until now,
Our Idle Notist, as will be seen,
labors under the same difficulty with
regard to his account of the Corn-
rnencement Exercises; 'which took
place just after our June number had
been issued, but of which, neverthe-
less, it is highly desirable that he
should give . some account at this
time; not merely in order that there
may be a record of those exercises in
the pages of the OWL, but that our
numerous readers in distant parts may
be duly posted .as to all our sayings
and ;doings.
.And the sam e reasons apply to
what we are writing now. For
among the sayings and doings of
Santa Clara, we cannot but think that
what we scry to the first of created
beings-the Mother of God-and
what 'we do, however unworthily, in
her honor, must hold a prominent
place.
We wish then to tell our readers
that, dear as is tho blessed name of
Mary to ~ll Catholics, it is-or at
least we hope it is-especially dear to
the students of Santa Clara; and that
we have been trying to show this by
particular devotion to her, during
her own month.
Common sense tells us (we say this
for the benefit of our numerous non-
Catholic friends) that if there be
value in our own intercessory prayers
one for another-as all Christians
acknowledge that there is-there
rnust, dfortz'ort~ be much more value
in the prayers of such a mother as
Mary, offered up to such a son as
Jesus. .And if the prayers of our
earthly mothers on our behalf are not
regarded as any encroachment upon
the mediatorial office af our Divine
Lord, then neither-by parity of rea-
soning-can the prayers of Mary, our
heavenly mother, the mother whom
Jesus gave us from the Cross, be so
regarded. The cases are perfectly
parallel. .
" But," some good Protestant will
say~ shifting his ground as good Pro-
testants always do, "how do you
know that Mary hears you, when you
ask her for her prayers. May not all
your trouble be thrown away?"
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What? Has then the exercise of
common sense but for a single
minute, reduced the difference be-
tween Protestant and Catholic to this]
It is even so!
Well : our good friends need not
feel over anxious on this point. It
must be conceded that th~v do not"
know that Mary hears them; though
we think, even granting- this, that they .
would do wisely to ask for her prayers,
on the bare chance that she n1ay do
so. In earthly dangers and difficul-
. ties, people are ready enough to call
for help on the chance that some one
may hear them.
So far, however, as toe Catholics are
concerned, there is no chance about
it. We are absolutely certain, with
the certainty of divine faith, that Al-
mighty God enables His blessed
mother to hear our prayers. Catho-
lics have sought the intercession of
Mary from the olden days when she
lived on earth among them, until this
nineteenth century in which \,,·e .of
Santa . Clara College seek it now,
The invocation of Mary preceded the
writing of the New Testament. Its
originator was Jesus crucified: the
place of its origination Calvary.
On the perfect subordination of
this devotion to the dnnne wor-
ship addressed to our Blessed Lord
Himself-s-on the self-evident fact
that honor rendered to His mo-
ther because she is His mother, is
neither more or less than honor ren-
dered to Him-e-we need not dilate.
We have said, even thus much, only
because the O'VL is read by many for
whom, though they , have not the
happiness of believing our holy Faith,
we feel the greatest respect, and
whose possible misapprehension of
what follows we therefore desire to
anticipate.
" Beatanz me dicent omnes ,qeneratzo-
nes," are the ' words of the Blessed
Virgin herself: and they were ' taken
as a kind of text for the homilies, the
hymns, and the addresses wh~ch fo1-
low, and which were hung up in the
College Chapel in her honor. A '
handsome dossal of blue cloth, taste-
fully festooned, was first affixed to the
wall ; and then the papers, in the order
in which they happened to be com-
pleted, were attached thereto. Above
them all was visible the following
placard, in polyglott; which affords
to all readers a practical illustra-
tion of the truth , of our Lady's
prophecy that " all generations"
should ., call her Blessed."
The scroll which surrounds the
legends represents a broad scroll,
most artistically painted, the upper
portion of which bears the character-
istic legend, '<Beatamme dicent, etc."
Our printer could not make his imi-
tation perfect in this respect.
Many as are the languages of
which specim ens are given, there
also exist many other languages' in
which Mary has been called "bless-
ed," which have been omitted from
this year's list, but which, or some
of which n1ay not improbably be sup-
plied in th_at of the year to .. come.
There was not time, this year, to
make a list which should even ap-
proach completeness.
Greek.
'Ev/vOYYlflEVYl av EV rVVaL~[])e
Latin
Benedicta tu in .m ulieribus,
French.
VOUS etes benie entre toutes les femmes.
Italian.
Benedetta sei tu tra tutte le donne.
Spanish.
Bendita tu eres entre todas las mujeres,
Portuguese.
Tu es bemaventurada entre as ITlulheres.
German.
Du bist gebenedeit untes den weibern.
English.
Blessed art thou among women .
Irish.
'S beanigh thu eidear na mhri,
Illyrian.
Blasena ti medju zenarm.
Kaffir.
In kooloo urnphaas i yam.
Flat-head
Ku-szenknen tel esia tel ,pelpilgui.
Chinook
Mank tlush maika kopa kanewe tluchemen.
Tahitian.
Haamoa oe i ropu i toa te man vahine.
Uvia.
Ke manuia koe i te fafine fuape,
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Before giving the various papers,
we may remark that it has seemed
better to us, for reasons which will be
obvious, to refrain from mentioning
the names' of the writers.
I ..
The first on our selected list---::;for
we have ' selected a limited Dumber-
only o~t of very many which lie be-
fore us~rnns thus :--
HYMN IN HONOR OF THE B. V. NT..
THE l\fonth of May
Is' here to-day ;
The month that gladdens every heart;
And birds shall sing,
And flowers upspring,
Their perfume to impart,
But flowerets fair
Or things of air,
Shall they alone praise her above,
Who to the call
Of one and all
Responds with tender love?
.. .NaY:1 let tiS raise
Our songs of praise
From valleys, fair, from mountain peaks,
For her sweet aid,
The Mother maid,
Who after sinners. seeks..
Still at ~ur sides,
The best of guides,
She keeps us in the path of peace ;
And when we fear
The foul fiend near,
Her prayers our strength increase.
o Queen all fair,
Thy heart can ne'er
The tears and sighs of him withstand
Who kneels in grief
To seek relief
At thy right royal hand !
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In the fell strife:
'Twixt death and life,
Be thou, sweet Mother, at my side :.
From off my soul
The dark mists roll;
And with thee let me bide.
II.
MARY IS OUR MOTHER.
THIS is a most sweet devotion, be-
cause it is a devotion to our Mother:
the sweetest, the purest, the greatest
of creatures. We speak to her as
her loving children; and she lends a
mother's ear to our prayers.
Jesus gave her to us. She was His
last legacy pefore He expired on the
cross. St. John loved her, served
her, and venerated her as his mother ; ,
and she, in turn, cherished hi~ with
a wonderful love.
Jesus spoke from the cross to St.
.John, telling him to love Mary as his
own mother; not, it seems to me,
because He thought cSt. John or any
other of His disciples would forget to
honor or venerate the Blessed Virgin;
but because He wished to show every
generation that He desired Christians
to honor and venerate His virgin
mother as their true mother, and that
He wished her honored in the ho-
liest, sweetest manner, even as He
himself had honored and obeyed her.
He expressed this in that one word :
"Son, behold thy mother. Act to-
wards her as a SOh, a faithful son.' :
. And in order to impress Mary's love
and mercy upon our minds in a like
public and solemn manner, He said
to her, "Behold thy son! Do not
forget my little ones when I am gone .
Do not think only of me, thy Divine
Son; but also love and cherish my
adopted brothers who mourn and
weep inthis valley of sorrow. Be a·
mother to them for love of Me."
Let us then love our Mother: let
us defend her honor: let us glory in
being her children ; and let us prove
ourselves worthy of such an Immacu-
late Mother by the purity of our lives.
Away, sin! We are Mary's chil-
dren!
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III.
lVI01'I-IER or IVIERCY, PRAY FOR US.
lSept.
No aXE ever asked the Blessed 'Vir-
gin for anything "without receiving it.
If any person carne to her little house
at Nazareth, she always gave hirn'what
she had; and it is said she distribut-
ed thus all the presents given her by
the three Wis.e Men.
Her charity knew no bounds. The
sight of the poor and needy moved
her 'loving heart to com passion; but
the spiritual miseries of men caused
her real anguish; and she always re-
lieved those who approached her.
She' prayed to her Son for them; and
He always healed them both in body
and in soul
Mary is still the same ; her charity
is none the less 'because she is now
Queen of Heaven. She is still the
mother of all, and ' especially the gen-
tle mother of all repenting sinners.
1'0 thee, 0 J\tIother, I consecrate
myself; and I beg thee not to let me
perish. Pray for and protect 111e in
life, and assist me at the hour of illy
death.
AD M..t\RIA~r DEI MATREM.
AVE, 0 lVIARIA, DEI MATER! Te
petim U8 ut voces nostras benigne ex-
audias. De hoc certam spem "habe-
mus, quia ex imo corde nostra desi-
deria procedunt. Notum tibi est,
optima matrum, quod sicut flares ve-
ris eundem non retinent colorem,
nee luna eadem semper micat splen-
dare, ita nunc retas pede veloci labitur
et nos simul cum ipsa. Tu ergo
mortalium felicissima, dum zevum
sempiternum degis in paradisi gloria,
oculos tuos ad nos clernenter conver-
te, tot tantisque malis oppressos. Hoc
po scimus, Mater, ut tu gressus nostros
in viam salutis dirigas, et sis nobis, ut
bonus pastor, qui gregem suum ad
arncena prata ducit ad pascendum.
Fac, ut nos tui nunquarn obliviscamur
tuumque exemplum sequamur; ut
sic nos eidem ac tu Domino servien-
tes, eo pervenire possimus, ubi tu
cum Filio tuo regnas.
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IIEi\.EIA TI4 ~IAKONOT;SA 1~H AfIOTATH ITAP8END..
KaAn V ?tOT·' EI80v ErQ·
I1EAElav ovpavoV6E
IIoTaflE'v'Y/V, xai EZnov·
'Epa<1fl£rz 7iEAEUX,
n6~EV, 7tO~EV 7tETa(Ja~;
'T [~ EI; '7:[ (JOt !lE/~E~ .8E ;
.6.Laxov(;) Map[q,
!{at cJ~ opi~ EXc£v'r]
rTflETEpGJV f-la~'YfT(;)V
",AraAf-la vvv xOf1i~GJ·
T£ (JOi ~EAEi~ 7l0LYJ(JGJ;
E>EAGJ IvEyELV <1E MnTp£
t:rOTL x~·v 6n acpfJ LUE
~OVAO~ f-lE'V(;) nap' av~fJ·
K ' C ~ /&\ M "~cu. w~ N'EAGJ LV qoELV,
To (3ap(3ur:o'v ~s xor8al~
Mapiav f-l0vvov ~XETv·
K \ ~ / ~, ~/at oLanpa<1<1E 0 GJO'TE
Ms ~nv YAvax~' Eav~ij~
ITTEpol(j~ (jv(jxLa~ELV,
KOl'f-lQf-lEVOV 8' En' alJTfJ
,AV£Evai ~o 'TiVEvf1a·
.YE~Et~ &/Jta1-'~'. ",AnEA~E.
VI.
HAIL, FULL OF GRACE.
WHAT can a little boy say about
Mary? I should like to say some- '
thing; but Mary is so great and so
pure that I dare not try" to praise her:
my words would be too cold. Yet I
pray and hope that others will sing
her praises; and I wish I had ten
o
thousand tongues to sing her glories !
Sweet mother accept my wish ! I
beseech all the angels to praise you
for 111e. I give you all I have; I put
Tny soul, my life, into your hands.
Help me, bless me, and :pray to Jesus
to pardon me.
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VII.
TI-IE IlVIMACULATE CON'CEPTION.
lSept.
'THERE lived in Nazareth a poor,
yet very holy couple, Joachirn and
Anne. Every kind of temporal ca-
lamity seemed to visit them; but
they bore up with great humility and
patience against these worldly grievan-
ces; and God, who is never overcorIle
in bounty, am ply rewarded them, even
in this world, by ' making them the
parents of the noblest and the
holiest of creatures-,of that Virgin
Mother \vho was to crush th e ser-
pent's head.
What must ha ve be en the jo y of
S1:. Anne, when she conceived in her
\VOI11 b that chi ld of benediction 1
Rejoice, happy mother : for that
chi ld of thine is the de light of the
Mo st Holy Trinity, the object of His
COlD placency. .
'[hall art all fair, beautiful child;
and there is not a spot in th ee! How
rnany were the sighs that for thou-
sands cf years the pr ophets sent after
thee! :\Ien, buried in the darkness
which covered the whole earth, were
longing after that glorious day, which
was to bring forth the Sun of Justice;
and thy Immaculate Conception was
the dawn of that happy day. If we
are filled with gladness at the appear-
ance of the dawn when we an xiously
await an ordinary day, what must be
our delight at the dawn of such a day!
T'he Eternal Father, vVho had done
so much for Eve, through whom
came sin, could do no less for
the future mother of Him \\'110 was
to wash a\vay that sin. 'The Eternal
Son, ~\JVh6 chose to be "flesh of bel"
flesh, bone of her bone," wished her
to be worthy of Him, and conse-
quently spotless. And the Eternal
Spirit would not allow a single stain
of sin to rest on this His dearest
spouse. Thus was she exernpt horn
original as well as actual sin. Her
soul was flooded with gr ac es, which
she was afterwards to bestow with so
bountiful a hand on all who should
seek her aid. Angels surrounded
her, singing .her praises, and ready to
do any and every thing which might
tend to increase her honor and glory.
They saw her future dignity, and sanc-
tity, and venerated her as their Queen.
Yet, equal to th e love of the An gel s
for her, was the ha te of the devils.
They could not rejoice over her.
Nay, they had been crushed by that
little child ; and they gave full vent to
their anger and fury.
o glorious child, thou art our joy
and our hope 1 Obtain for us that those
, very devils \vho se power thou didst
break in thy I IT) rnaculate Concepti on,
n1ay never pr evail against us; and
grant that one day, \ve n1ay unite our
voices with those of the angels in
hailing thee ' "full of grace."
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VIII.
DEATH OF THE BLESSED VIRGIN
19
As THE rumor was circulated among
the faithful of J erusalern, that the
Mother of God was about to leave
them, and was going to take posses-
sion' of that glorious throne which her
beloved Son had prepared for her in
the Celestial Jerusalern, contrary feel-
ings of joy and pain, which it is not
easy to express, filled everyone's
heart. On the one hand, men griev-
ed at the thought of separation from
their beloved Mother, who was all
their protection and consolation;
while on the other they could not
help rejoicing, because she was going
to unite herself with her beloved Son
in heaven, where she would be their
advocate with God. Fron} every
part the faithful flocked to her house,
to receive her last words and blessing;
and she, from her humble couch,
consoled them, adding new vigor to
their faith and exhorting them to per-
severe. 1\1eanwhile the Apostles,
who were scattered all over the world,
were, by the ill inistry of the Angels,
transported in a cloud to her cham-
ber.
And now the time was come for
her to depart. OUf Saviour, accom-
panied by all tbe choirs of Angels,
came down to receive her holy spirit.
At this sight her soul was rapt into
an ecstacy of love, and was filled with
so vehement and burning a desire of
being united with her God, that it
was severed at once from her body
and placed in the arms of her Re-
deerner; while the Angels greeted her
saying, "Hail Mary full of grace, the
Lord is with thee!" At the same
time the whole room was filled ' with
a glittering light, n10r~ brilliant than
the sun. That soul so pure-purer
than all the Angels and Saints to-
gether-\vas elevated to the throne of
the Sovereign Lord of the universe ;
far above all the celestial intelligen-
ces.
The faithful who wer~ in Jerusalem
and the neighborhood, assembled to
venerate and give burial to that
sacred body,-the sanctuary of the
Divine Word, and the ark of the
N ew Testament. All that were dis--
eased and were presented before i
were healed. After everyone had
satisfied his devotion, the holy body
was conveyed to the pla ce \vhere it
was to be buried. This was in Geth-
semani, three hundred paces from
Jerusalem. The blessed Apostles
carried the coffin, and the rest of the
faithful followed with lighted candles-
T he sacred body was deposited with
great respect in the sepulchre that
was prepared for it; and this was
shut with a large stone. The j\ pos-
tles as well as the faithful passed
whole days and night at the sepul-
chre, uniting their voices with those
of the angels, whose heavenly songs
continued for three days. .O n the
third day the .L~postles opened the
sepulchre, but were greatly surprised
when they found nothing but the
linens and garments with which the
sacred body had been shrouded, and
from which exhaled an exquisite fra-
grance.
Z2 f/aledictory Address,
VALEDICTORY i\DDRESS.
(ALFREDO O. 'ARGUELLO, Mental Philosophy.)
[Sept
(Delivered in the Exhibition Hall, Santa Clara College,. on the occasion of the
Twenty-second Annual Commencement and Exhibition" June 3d, 1873.)
lilost Reverend Archblshop,
Reverend Fathers, Fellow S"tudents, Ladles and Gentlenzen.
AMONG the many trials which man
has to endure in the course of his
life, there is one which, common as
it is, must be allowed to be peculiarly
mournful. I refer to the separation
of friend from friend.
In the case of myself and fellow-
graduates, this separation presents
itself in a form, which causes our
hearts, as yet unused to endure such
trials, to realize its sorro-w to the full.
Weare about to speak the parting
words to our kind preceptors, to bid
farewell to our Alma Mater, and to
forsake these old walls, within which
we have learned so much that is wise
and good, and which have been the
silent spectators of so many "golden
times."
Yes ! Our college course is ended;
and we are about "to cross the Rubi-
can of life." Hitherto our days have
been passed in the ease and comfort
of a college home: now begins our
strife with a hard and selfish world,
On all sides we are surrounded by
enemies. The muddy tide of infidel-
ity . flows beneath our feet; and the
foul breath of an almost pagan corrup-
tion taints the air.
To bid farewell then to cur Alma
Mater, to exchange the tranquility
and comparative goodness of college
life, for the ceaseless anxieties and
troubles of the outer \ orld, Inay well
give us the keenest pain.
To picture before one's mental
gaze the dim and far off future, with
its endless train of vicissitudes,-that
future which may either reward us
with the palm of victory, or conceal
our defeat and disgrace beneath the
dark robe of adversity,-is a task
under which the troubled fancy
breaks down, Soon enough, no
doubt, that future will unfurl itself:
At present, l'vlost Reverend Arch-
bishop and Reverend Fathers, the
mournful duty devolves upon me of
bidding you farewell ; and that not
in Iny own narne only, but on behalf
of all my fellow-graduates.
l a1edzclory Address.
As a tender ch i1d owes to its
mother the greatest love and gratitude
for th e affectionate watchfulness which
s he has exercised over its infant life;
so we , who were rocked in the cra-
d le of knowledge by)'our kind ha nds,
confess gladly the debt of filial affec-
t ion which we owe you. For the
fatherly kindness which you have
e ver shown us, for the m any persona '
sacrifices you have made in thus plac-
ing us in the vvay of truth and virtue,
we now tender you in zoords that gra-
ti tud e 'which we have ever felt in o ur
hearts,
And we solemnly promise to clmg
firmly to tho se great fundamental ,
principles of Christian faith and
m orals which you have here instilled
into our youthful minds, and 'which,
by God's help, we will ne ver be
ashamed openly to profess. Althon gh
at times 'we may be brought face to
face with doctrines, 'which, in spite of
their falsehood , present a specious
appearance, and exercise a subtle
p owe r over the mind of man, we
shall be able, I trust, to resist their
influence; knowing as we do from
v,'hat)Jou have taught us, tha t truth is
one, eternal and unchangeabl e, " fix-
ed as the firrnarnent ofHeaven. " .
Reverend Fathers, we are a bout to
separate! The peacefu l days passed
under the shadow of our Alma
l.\rl ater have ended, and our warfare
on the field of life is ab out to conl-
n1ence . And in bidding you adieu,
we earnestly im plore you to efface
[rain your memories the . tra nsgres-
sions of which we ll1ay have been
gu ilty during our College course, In
themselves, perhaps, some of them
n1ay appear trifling : yet when view-
edillias breaches of that discipline and
order, 'which are so important in an
educational institution, even these, if
uneffaced , would cast a gloom over
our college recollections. Therefore
we trust that they may be forgiven
and forgo tten; an d that in the futu re,
through the mercy of Divine Pr ovi-
d ence) we rriay have fewer occasi ons
of regret th an in the past.
With these sentiments, dear and
reverend Fathers, we bid you fare well ~
Farewe11 , in the first place, to on r
fatherly President, who has 'watched
so incessantly over us, and cared so
anxiously for our good; who often-
times, as we have reason to know, has
robbed himself of necessary slumbe r,
in o rder to think of and provide
against the dangers that might befall
us ;' and who , throughout his P re si-
dency, has not onl y won the respec t
an d love of all with in these walls , but
has spread the fame of our ..Alma
J'dater far and ,vide. '
'1"'0 every illem bel' of our respected
Faculty Vie also bid farewel l !
'1'0 the College Societies, the Par-
thenian, Philalethic and Philhistorian ;
to the Cecilian ; to th e Senior and
Junior Drarnatic ; to the Sodalities;
to the Owl Association ; and last, no t
least, to the Base-ball Club s, we ad -
dr ess ' our hear tfelt words of separa-
tion. May all the se Associations ever
flourish; as they haue flourished thus
far ! fliT ay they ever keep alive in the '
~ollege the love of religious, literary,
scientific , musical and muscular at-
tainmcnts 1 l\Tay each one of them
be guided by the laws of tru th
and honor; and , with these pr inc i-
ples in common, n1ay they jo in not
only hand with hand, bu t heart with
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heart!
And to you too, fellow-students, I
mlist stretch forth the parting hand !
The borid of close intercourse in
which we have hitherto Been united,
111ust now be severed ;::"',but the ties of
friendship will remain, I hope, as
firmly knit as ever. Separation length- .
ens, it is true, the chain of sympathy
which connects man with man; but
the links of that chain it can never
break, On the contrary, the recol-
lections of former days become often-
times even more deeply imprinted in
our memories. Thus may it be with
our separation 1
There are some among you, ' no
doubt, who will not return; and to
these I wish a happy and fortunate
career. To those, however, who
intend still to follow the quiet routine
of college studies, I 111ust say that I
cannot but envy their return to the
shelter of these walls, For although '
I may have oftentimes complained of
the restrictions and privations imposed
upon me, and given vent to expres-
sions of discontent at the monotony of
college life, still I must now confess"
in parting, that whatever trials I may
have endured were for my own good,
and have conduced to my own per-
sonal advantage. This, fellow-stu-
dents is the experience of an old col-
legian; a word from whom, on sucha
su bject, is surely not without weight,
I venture then to ad vise those who
propose to defer the termination of
their college career until the end of I
the coming session, to employ every
moment of their priceless time in
steady preparation for it; and that
not only, nor even chiefly, z"ntellectual
preparation. Glorious as the cultiva-
tion of the intellect Inay~be , there is
something higher at which the stu-
dents of a Catholic college ought to ,
aim, and which is never forgotten by
those who guide our studies at Santa
Clara : the acquirementof sound, moral
and religious prznciples, alzd thej'ornza-
tion of habds based upon such przl1cz"-
ples, Thus and thus only shall Vie
be able to use our secular know ledge
'aright. Thus and thus only will it
be possible for all our faculties, phy-
sical, mental and moral, to combine
in promoting "God's glory, and our
own salvation.
These are the heart-felt sentiments
of an old departtng friend, who now
bids you a last, long, sad farewell 1
And ll1ay Almighty God-with
"whom the issue of all mortal under-
takings rest-protect our Alma .NT ater
against those storms of " adversity
whichhave prostrated so many noble
colleges of the same Order in various
parts of the world ! May I-Ie protect
our kind preceptors, who have aban-
doned, for our sakes, the pleasures of
the world, and who are ready to
sacrifice even .life itself in order to
uphold the sacred cause of truth 1
May He direct them in their perilous
voyage through 'life ] lYray He pros-
per them, now and evermore, in their
no ble efforts to make Santa Clara
College-in the future as in the past,
-the chosen home of piety and of
learning 1
77te Wille Kzng. .
CORRESPONDENCE.
THE WINE I{ING.
SAN JOSE, MAY 21, 1873.
DEAR O"VL :-A. ~young lumber-
merchant of San Jose carne into my
of-fice Monday afternoon, and inter-
rupted my labors at the desk, by ask-
ing ''vvould I not like to tak.e a short
trip to Sainsevain's r " Half after
four .by the clock, and the proposed
excursion to be two miles into the
country. It was the aptest conclusion
for the day; so, adopting it, I mount-
ed his buggy, and forthwith we vvere
running along the artery-street of the ,
city; then down the right to the river
Los Gatos; rattling over. the bridge;
trotting under the shade of the lofty
.}Jovlal's ; meandering through the
pleasant by-streets that would be
lanes; and 'across a second bridge
emerging into the open fields so
quickly one scarcely bad the oppor-
tunity to take in the beauties of the
Spring day. Here were the "fields
of waving corn; n on the right the
white walls of the Agricultural Socie-
ty's grounds, within which "~1ayo':'
'\~Longfello\v" and "Defiance" have
lost and won their laurels of the turf.
Straight our beast heads for the
bold abutting hills of Almaden, and
swiftly behind us fly the bits ' of gra-
vel, until we swing in towards a gate,
and rolling it back, pass up to the
residence of IVIr. Sainsevain through
an up-land, hay-cock covered field;
such a"one as in our boyish tumbling
days we would not have .exchanged
D
even for the Plutonian meads where
the good ' kings "exercent membra."
We draw up on the shady side of
the dwelling, and leaving our faithful
horse to am use himself as best he can
with only the cool trees for com pany,
. we wander along a grass-bordered
path to the engine house, where we
can perceive a large pump at work,
resembling the walking-beam of a
China or Japan y' and presently meet
the pleasant host of this delightful,
sunny, breezy, homelike spot. In a
garden of fruitful vines, we are the
recipients, first, of his salutations, and
next, of those of the son of the mas-
ter.
When the admirable arrangements
of the engine rooms, the tanks .and
general water accommodations, 'and
the luany burdens which the briskly
toiling engine bears are at our leisure
viewed, with the young gentleman
we walk down the aisles of the vine-
yard. These are lovelier than the
halls of Odin; because not wassail
gods, but the In ild eyed spirits of the
grape will here assemble. The clus-
ter which in the late summer will be
a purple weight of sweets, is now
more tender than the first-born of the
young mother. They shall be care-
fully . tended, these ern bryo fruits of
the glorious pallz.Pll1uS-SO called of
old as a title of nobility and superior-
.ity over the common plants "which
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bear the name of vine.
Hence to the cool, comfortable
house we passed, vi/here I fear we in-
terrupted the owner of this domain
.in his reading; and after some plea-
sant general conversation, and an ex-
planation of the extensive culture of
hops on the same farm, the first exhi-
bition of the processes connected
with the champagne department was
gi yen by a practical experiment.
What a breezy, delicious draught-
'c seven times svveeter than honey ; "
more delightful than the golden
bowlsful of Ganymede. While the
young gentlelnan talked of business, .
.I suppose, Mr. Sainsevain junior
kindly led ill e to the cham bers and
cellars, INhere the sparkling' cham-
pagne is inaugurated into being.
I-Iere in t\VO weli ventilated rooms
are th e pipes which contain the lam-
'ben t flames that are to fire men's
. souls to words and deeds of eloquence
and gallantry; and stacks of en1pty
bottles, to hold the same cornpressed
and sealed, like the G~nius in his jar.
H ere sugar is added to the wine
(as yet untouched) in the form of
syrup; and being bottled, the predes-
tined wine for t\VO weeks is subjected
to an even heat of 700 Fahrenheit.
Then "crack," "pop," are heard on
every side, "blood bursts and smokes
around," and in two hours the last
bottle must be down t\VO flights of
stairs, deep in . the bowels of the
earth, and drenched with ice-\vater,
or its sides will have split, and its fate
be unsealed forever. A week they
lie in this dungeon of cold-ribbed ice,
when they are brought up stairs to the
middle quarter, where every day they
are turned and slightly shaken, until
finally the 111 eagre settlings are ready
to be expelled ; and a little boiled
syrup being added, ' each quart Or
pint as the case may be, is closely
corked and tightly wired, and deposit-
ed in a rack for the buyer's eye to
rest lovingly upon.
As Iny guide was concluding an
explanation of one of the machines, a
terrific racket filled the place, and
there in the gangway where the lad-
der descended, was to be seen our
lumber-merchant, hanging as best
he could, and swinging in every di-
rection which seemed to his distracted
eye to promisea descent on anything
but bottles. .H e had misplaced the
ladder in his mind's eye, and Iike
.S0111e schools of philosophers, had
planted the foundation of his system
on very uncertainty and ' nothingness.
lVIL S informed us that he had
contemplated manufacturing a small
quantity of red champagne as an ex-
periment. With a delicate flush tint,
its beauty 'would be incornparable-c--
. lovelier than the rosy fingers of Auro-
ra. So strange a wine would be
dubious of success in the rnarket;
where whim, and not the taste of the
manufacturer, must be the rule
The shades of early evening were
falling; and with regret in leaving so
much that is fair and enchanting,
\ mingled with the greatest pleasure,
which the reflection of onr kind re-
ception gave us, we turned our ani-
mal homeward, and with waving of
hands, set forth through the fields
towards the setting sun.
Your old friend and fellow-worker, .
C. F. WILCOX.
" The Commencement" at Santa Clara of the ll/ississippz'.
" .THE COMMENCEMENT," AT SANTA CLARA OF THE MISSISSIPPI.
St. Clara Academy, Sinsinawa Mound, Wis., JUly 25, 1873.
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DEAR Owr.i-e-Now that you have
folded your sable wings for a short '
repose, may we day-birds venture to
intrude upon your solemnity? For
\:ve, like you, are reposing upon our
laurels, and are in a most amicable
mood towards all humanity-fitting
preparation for that happy interchange
of thought with your wise self which
those enjoy, on whom you bestow a
blink of your Pallas- like orbs.
In truth, dear OWL we are so hap-
py that we know not how to dispose
of the exuberance of our joy; for (and
hereon we claim your congratula-
tions) the dreaded "Commencement"
Day:' has passed; without a cloud, or
even a smoke-wreath; and we can
fold our hands in blissful self-lauda-
tion, at the thought that our long
year's ' labor has not been thrown
a\vay-that we nave not been found
'yanting, even weighed in that much
dreaded balance, which, after all, like
all other mundane things, is so uncer-
tain. I will not moralize, however;
for we did earn all our laurels honest-
ly. EXAMINATION preceded all that
glitter :-awful word, before which
pale even the horrors of that Dorni-
nican Inquisition, in which some of
us once so innocently and unques-
tioningly believed.
Imagine the Study Hall revolution-
ized out of its ancient order, turned
round completely like our te.rrified
heads,-the row of seats set apart for
the doomed victims aspiring to the
possession of the "parchment. n Fan-
ey us listening in an agony of sus-
pense, to the roll of the carriages that
convey the dreaded _visitors- the sa-
vants of the neighboring cities. Then
behold them enter, black coated,
stately; each countenance, to our
excited imaginations, evincing a cruel
determination to brow-beat and ha-
rass us to the last extremity. Think
what it is for us to sit helplessly, and
watch our teachers, the Sisters, from
whom, during the whole year, we
have claimed and received sympathy
and protection on all possible and
impossible occasions;-to watch them
I say, coolly and smilingly deliver up
the full control of us for the time to
ut!er strangers, and sit, with serenely
folded hands, looking on our desola-
tion. Ah, that seemed the unkind-
est cut of .all! The writer speaks
from pure sympathy ;-her trial-time
has not yet come.
Only two aspired to the highest
.honors. First the terrors of Geo-
metry were brought to bear upon
thern ; and the circles that their
trern bling hands essayed to perform
would have astonished Euclid: but
as modesty and mauuaise honte are
not synonymous in their vocabulary,
they quietly persevered till, under the
skilful yet searching battery of cross-
questions, they found themselves ac-
tually .answering correctly, yet living!
Then color returned to their pale
cheeks, -and they- faced Chemistry,
Geology, and that terrible Logic, with
equanimity, and conquered. Last
came the Virgil class; and they
emerged trium phant.
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I hope you are not among the
num bel' of the "shocked," 0 sapient
Owl, to hear of girls studying Latin.
vVe have heard that sentiment ex-
pressed, sornetimes; but, being con-
vinced that those who endorsed it,
could not read Latin thernselves, we
forgave and pitied thern ; and learned
our next lesson better ! We humbly
venture to believe that we appreciate
it at least as highly as your intelli-
gent ow lets.
The eclat that surrounds Exhibition
Day, gilds its trials, I suppose; so that
they appear less appalling than they
otherwise rnight. At an early hour
carriages began to throng up the
avenue, bearing proud and anxious
parents to witness the "inevitable" suc-
cess of their daughters. This time,
however, success in truth did attend
eve ryone. There was not one
drawback..
First the scholars entered, arrayed
in uniform, and marching to the
music of a grand ' march performed
on six pianos and harps by nineteen
of the young ladies. "The Salutato-
ry" \VaS then delivered by a wee
Mzluin, one of the smallest specimens
of humanity ever seen on such a
stage.
I will not try your patience, long
enduring as I know you to be, and
chivalrous withal, by enumerating
particulars. What reporters consid-
ered the gems, were" Mignon," "Se-
lections from Martha," "Tarentelle,"
and the song "Vieni al Mar."
At one 0'clock the premiums were
distributed, and the long-coveted di-
plomas awarded : after which the hap-
py girls trooped out of the great Hall,
leaving the immense throng of audi-
tors to follow at their leisure. Every
inch of space had been occupied, and
yet the crowd had remained motion-
less for three long hours,-a sure
proof that they were interested, at
least.
The Work Room next drew atten-
tion, filled as it was with the careful
handiwork of our young crafts-women.
Due meed of praise was given to the
needlework; but the paintings pleas-
ed 1110St Of these there' were many
which, if critics may be relied upon,
were really well executed.
We wished often that day, dear
()vVL, that a friendly western wind
could have borne you hither-you or
one of your wise couriers. We were
indeed very proud, and we know we
had good reason: for we had neglect-
ed ,nothing to insure success, and we
were sure of your appreciation of our
efforts. If ever your sober musings
incline you to travel, remember that
Sinsinawa, the ., Home of the Young
Eagle, ',' is high and broad and grand
enough to satisfy the desires of even
a more restless bird.
. We are enjoying tile Vacation; yet
our Alma .ll1ater is not inclined to in-
dulge us as we would wish, A devo-
ted few, whom distance will not per-
mit-to enjoy the delights of home, we
are forced to keep our faculties from
ru sting, by emplay ing them three
hours daily at lea st in hard study; but
after that, how we enjoy our free-
dOIU 1 yea, and use it too, to its ut-
most limits l
Well, dear O\VL; perchance in our
new-found freedom, we have forgot-
ten the consideration that is your
due, by virtue of your patience and
wisdom. If so, we beg pardon for
our thoughtlessness, and wish your
flock a bright and happy vacation,
and yourself all the success that .your
ardor, polish and courage deserve.
Your sincere well-wisher,
A PUPIL OF THE ACADElVIY.
The Outlets take' a Flig ht.
JUNIOR DEPARTMENT.
THE OWLETS 'rAI(E A FLIGHTo
(JOHN \VARD, DE WOODY JONES, C. ~100RE, ED\VARD AUZERAIS,
FIFTH ENGLISH.)
~HE eagle is called "I(ing of
~ Birds," and his effigy is placed
above the standards of the proudest
and greatest nations; his picrcing
eye gazes fixedly at the blazing noon-
day sun; and his wings never tire in
their heavenward flight.
. \Ve hear many such phrases about
this lordly bird; and in the great
generosity of our hearts we are pleas-
ed, arid we willingly allow hirn all
just praise. Still- we do think that
there are other feathered heroes vvho
deserve notice; and, moreover, we
venture to say that the panegyrists of
the eagle are not always just.
He may be king of the day blrds /
but he can not justly claim any supe-
riority over those of the night. His
eagle glance would serve him .little
at night, in the mellow light of the
twinkling stars. If he were to ven-
ture forth he would fly against a barn,
even while the glorious moon shed
her silvery rays upon a resting world,
Yes, Sir Eagle; you are a very
small bird by night, and by no means
are you able to dispute the sovereign-
ty of the glorious realms of darkness
with the 'wisest of birds. You In ust
yield that to the Owl, who floats ma-
jestically upon the quiet air, and 'soars
aloft amid the stars; and 'whose won-
drous orbs pierce t.he thickest dark-
ness.
We are owlets : and we feel proud
of the glory of our fathers, and im pa-
tiently await the day when we shall be
able to imitate their actions.
Not long since anumbel' . of the
Owlets of the "Fifth English ,. met in
council at No. 5'8. J\lanfnice things
were said and many salutary resolu-
tions passed. We shall now speak of
one only.
A little one said: "There exists ZlZ
scz"entijic circles, as they say, much ig-
norance about our great luminary,
the 'm oon , I have heard much said
upon the subject; but I am persuad-
ed that few know anything about it."
c. How can they?" said another;
"for while she rides in the heavens,
most of the foolish beings shut them-
selves up and go to sleep. Now this
is wrong.; and we are unworthy of the
'nam e of owlets if vve do not solve the
mystery that surrounds our Queen."
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" Hear, hear !" was the echo from
every bush and twig in the grand
council.
"I move, then, that we all take a
trip to the moon ; that each owlet go
alone; and that each one give to the
wide world the result 'Of his explora-
tions." .
" Agreed 1" every owlet fairly
screamed. And then avvay they flew
in every direction. {
o happy age, it! 'which such a
wondrous expedition twas planned!
A \vay with your lying telescopes!
The owlets' wings shall speed to the
stars ; for it is theowlets' eyes alone
which can penetrate the wonders hid-
den there.
It is certainly a great pity that we
cannot relate here, all of the observa-
tions taken by the owlets ; but for the
benefit of science, if not for your edi-
. fication, kind reader, we are deter-
mined to give several of the papers
'written by these benefactors of the
human race, these lovers of progress.
As Owlet John Ward flew a\vay,
m errily hooting as he went, he sa\v a
rider rushing furiously up a mountain .
side.
Good reader, what do you think
this poor fellow was after? Why,
nothing less than the moon !
I-Ie thought he might catch it, 'as it
arose from behind the mountain; in
which case he would have placed it
on exhibition in the City Gardens, or
elsewhere ; and certainly" if he had
succeeded in his attempt, his fortune
would have been made. But before
he had reached the summit, the said
moon arose in such splendor that it
arrested his attention; and as he fix-
ed his eyes on the beautiful orb, he
was "moon-struck ;" and, letting go
the reins, he fell heavily to the
ground.
The owlet 'waited just long enough
to ascertain that the man was not
dead, and then . he sped upwards;
though not before he heard the horse-
man say that he intended to prose-
cute the man in the moon. The
owlet, on reaching his destination,
told the man in the moon of this;
who smiled blandly, and said nothing.
But .the owlet surmises that, if prose-
cuted, the man in the moon 'will
plead lunacy; and he facetiously adds
that, "he hopes this case will appear;
as it "will afford the said man an ex-
cellent opportunity of visiting his rlu-
merous relatives here below, most of
whom seem to be continually falling
into the clutches of the law, though
they invariably manage to . escape
some way or another."
This owlet underwent many hard-
ships before he reached the moon; and
if his account is at variance with the
received notions of the . heavenly bo-
dies; that circumstance is owing, no
doubt, to the infant state of the study
of astronomy, with regard to which
we have yet to unlearn many things.
We trust his paper will find a place ,
in every astronomer's library. Hear
him.
"On my way up," says he, "I
passed by the Great Bear, who set
up such a howling that I was awfully
frightened, and flew over, in a panic,
to Mars, begging him to save me.
" He received me very kindjy, and
having calmed my fears, asked me
to take a rest. He pointed out the"
Milky Way and said, 'There I keep
my cows; and if you are thirsty, pray '
do me the honor of tasting the milk
of these starry realms, You may use
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the Great Dipper to drink with.' *
"I thankfu 11y accepted his kind
offer, and flew over to that royal pas-
turag-e, to slake my thirst with that
delicious milk. Again I thanked the
no ble Mars, and proceeded on ~ny
\vay. .
"I sped along so softly, so noise-
lessly, and yet so swiftly past star after
star, that I. found myself in the cold
region of the Moon, when I thought
Lwas hardly half way.
"The Man in the Moon was only
too glad to see me ; and as he \V~S
about to dine, he invited me to go
with him, I could not refuse; but as
we proceeded, I was startled by a
dreadful noise, and I feared that
Jupiter had sent a thunderbolt after
me.
"IVly host laughed at my conste.r-
nation, and said, 'Be calm! That was
only my cook, poking up the fire.'
"A thought flashed across n1Y
mind, which I hasten to commit to
paper. Here is the true cause of
thunder; and those streaks of light-
ning which so terrify sublunary mor-
tals are only the flames escaping now
and then frorn these furnaces. And
I am sure that for a trifle, (say $10,-
000 a day) a committee might ar-
range matters with the Man in the
Moon, so that all these thunder-claps
might be checked. It would not.
take the C0111IYlittee above ten years
--':that is, supposing we pay up
promptly--:to settle everything to
their own satisfaction.
. "But let me return to Illy narra-
tive. I did not feel altogether easy,
notwithstanding my host's reasuring
words ; and I heartily wished myself
back again in Room No. 58. How-
ever, I put on a bold face.
* We always hesitate to tamper in any
\-vay with a scientific paper entrusted to
our editorial care, and therefore we do not
venture to excise this statement; thol1gh-
the Great Bear and the Great Dipper being
identical-we think there must be a screw
loose somewhere. Not in the Owlet's head,
of course.-LED. ]
"After the meal, he proposed to
take me -to the sun; but I declined,
because he said we should be drawn
thither by t\VO Bald-headed Eagles.
Owlet as I am, I could not counte-
nance any such degradation to that
noble bird of Free America, I-Ie
therefore caught two swans, and put
a chariot of ice on each. He mount-
ed one, and made me perch myself
. upon the other. My swan having
the lightest load, was soon far ahead
of that of my companion. In a short
time I could no longer see him.
" But alas! the rays of the sun be-
came so scorching, that they melted
111y chariot, and the light . so intense
that I could no longer see: so I folded
Iny wings and let myself go whither-
soever I might; and in a short time I
found myself once more upon my
dear native earth."
Another benefactor of science,
Owlet De Woot;{y :fones, writes thus:
"I wanted to go to the Moon.
But I had no balloon, ' neither did I
know how to make one; nor had I
money enough to buy one. Could I .
then go to the Moon ?*
"Ah yes! I had a goose-a noble
goose, which might weigh r .000 lbs.,
more or less. If you do not believe
this, corne .and 'Neigh him.
"I put a bridle 011 this goose; and
having mounted him, I turned his
head towards the Moon; upon which
he flew a\vay so fast that I could .
hardly catch Illy breath; and I was
forced to check his speed by pulling
on the bridle.
" We soon reached the Moon; but
what was Iny surprise at finding a
Man there, over two thousand feet
high!
"He is always watching' the stars,
and eats only green cheese and
sugar.
* We presulue this Owlet must have
sprained one of his wings, though he does
not refer to any such accident himself.-
[ED. ]
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'~He has a huge cat, which tried
to kill my goose. The monster made
a jump for him ; but he fle\v quickly
aVlay, and brought me back to earth
again."
Another Owlet, C. Moore~ has
written a highly interesting descrip-
tion of his voyage to the Moon; but
it is too long for insertion. He des-
cribes the process of kindling a fire
there ; and it is identical with that of
the American Indians. Here is a
fine chance for match vendors !
He also describes the people as
giants, and declares that the whole
surface of the Moon is covered with
diamonds, whence comes the light
which she sheds on us. He did not
see any Chinese in the Moon; and
hence the owlets conclude that the
moon-eyed nation are only admirers
of the . queen of night.
Owlet ETdzvard Auzerais has at
length solved that much controverted
question: "Is the Moon made of
green.cheese? "
'This grand discovery-which seems
to be corroborated by the observa-
tions of Owlet Jones as to the giant
lunatic's diet-s-will undoubtedly im-
mortalize his name. See how easily
and simply he cuts the Gordian Knot l
" 'Ve were afraid of running into
the Moon; yet we were going so fast
that we found ourselves unable to
stop before \ve ran right into it. The
shock was so great that 'we broke
through the crust, and found ourselves
inside of an immense globe if green
cheese ! We tried to cut off a piece ;
but it was frozen so hard that we were
unable to do so; and, as we began
to be chilled, we hastily made our
,vay out; and fled as quickly as pos-
sible from that inhospitable and mys-
terious region."
Any further information about the
Moon may be had .by applying to
any of the Owlets who roost in Room
No. 58; in which apartment also, be
it remem bered, anyone who Inay
wish to weig h a goose will be sure to
find the animal.
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ON resuming our pen after a tvva months' vacation, we find out table piledwith a variety of Exchanges, of which vve can notice but few ; our
editorial space, this month, being greatly compressed by the abundance of
other matter.
Ladies first, however, 0 Vassar! And well, as a" rule, do you deserve this
or any other pre-eminence; though we cannot quite approve of Y9u this
month. You will set it down, of course, to our Popish prejudices; but allow
us to say that when those 'prejudices run in favor of such things as 'fidelity to
one's plighted "word, abstention from wholesale thievery, dislike of hypocrisy,
meanness, and humbug, commonly decent morals, and so on, and so forth,
we stand upon ground which ought to be taken by every respectable man and
woman in the country, whether Papist or Protestant. In .the abstract, we do
not expect such "prejudices" to meet with condemnation even from the
talented young ladies of Vassar. But when one descends to the concrete Victor
. Elnmalluel-the faithless, thieving, mean, hypocritical, and notoriously immo-
ral " Suppressed Prince" of whom, notwithstanding all his misdemeanors, the
Vassar ...7I1iscellany speaks with such enthusiastic praise-" 0 what a falling-off
is there" from those high and virtuous principles which, notwithstanding
their somewhat Popish savour, we doubt not that Vassar upholds !
Beware young ladies! We give you every credit for the sound ideas which,
for the most part, your elegant compositions evince; but there is such a thing
as touching pitch and being defiled therewith; and certainly no one can try
to manufacture a hero out of such foul material as that unhappy Savoyard,
without subjecting his reputation to a certain amount of risk.
THE Packer Quarterly for July contains a well-written article on an inter- ·
esting subject, about which much more might be said-"Ijfe and Mythologv
in the Northland." It shows care and study. . ~
'F ROM the heading of our article on ., The Month of Mary at Santa Clara
College," the name of the writer, Professor H. Dance, has been inadvertently
omitted. '
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VVE are indebted to the courtesy of 1\1r. \'l. Pardow, S. J., of the College of
St. Francis Xavier, New York City, for a handsomely printed Catalogue of
that institution. Its perusal has tended to raise our already high opinion of
our sister College ; our sentiments 'respecting which are best illustrated by the
motto which appears -on its thirtieth page,-" Cor Ul1UJJZ et anima una." .
THE Un£'lJerszly Echo and Neolaan Revzezv for July and August, both from
the University of California, are before us. They both contain, inter alia, a
pOelTI on "The Nuptials of Peleus and Thetis," by Everet B. Pomroy, of that
University; which instead of being in rhyme, or in, the ordinary kind of blank
verse, is a heart-breaking attempt at the metre of the Latin Hexameter.
It was a rash thing to venture on such a task. Even Longfellow, whom no
one admires lTIOre than does the present writer, failed, when he tried it in
" Evangeline." All literary men know well that it is one of the hardest things
in the 'world to force the English language into a metre so uncongenial to its
structure ; and the more familiar a man is with Latin versification the more
strongly does he realize the truth of this. The thing may be done, we admit ;
but there is almost a moral certainty that it cannot be done by a tyro: and it
is not done by 1\11'. Pomroy. The lines are not hexameters at all : neither are
they anything else. Vve pity the man that has to read them aloud. So few
and far between, indeed are the correct lines, that it is quite hard to pick them
out. Here is one, which is perfectly right:
" Blithe was I she, and as I fair II as the I lilies that I grow in the I Summer."
And here is another, which 'would be quite right but for the absence of a
cGCsura-in our opinion a very annoying fault, though older versifiers than Mr.
Pomroy often make light of it :-
" Thus spake the I God in his I anger, but I softened he· I later his I sentence."
Substitute "wrath" for "anger," and the fault disappears.
Most of the lines, however, defy all atternpt at scanning.
If a poem in hexameters, on Peleus and Thetis, 'was absolutely necessary,
it would certainly have been much easier for a young man who has studied
Latin, to write it in that language. And a young" rnan who has not studied
Latin, should not attempt to write in hexameters at all.
THE Eclzo for July, .notices an inadvertency of which we were guilty in a
circular issued by the Owl Association last Session. "1"1he O\VL,:' says our
contemporary, "claitns.ill its prospectus the honor of being the pioneer of
" college literature on the Pacific. While we readily acknowledge that it isa
" fine magazine, we are com pelled to dispute this point. The College Echo,
"of which the "rfJ1izJerszry Echo is a continuation, was first published in
." Jan., 1868, a short time before -the O'WL was thought of." We are .pleased
to have the good opinion of our contemporary ; and .we acknowledge that he
is literally correct in 'what he says. W.e forgot for the moment the little
unpretending paper which appeared at the date he mentions, and from which
it seems, the Unzversz?y Echo has developed. We should have been right,
however, if \ve had spoken of the . OWL as the first college magazine on this
coast, and (notwithstanding the existence of the little College Echo) the first
college publication of any kind, to attract much attention.
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The Hamilton Literary J11o,,!thly is, as usual, creditably written. No one
can be more ready than we to acknowledge the very great .c Indebtedness of
English Literature to the Bible"-especiaJly (be it honestly avowed) the Pro-
testant version thereof. But still, on a careful comparison of the "Clark Prize
Oration" on that subject with another article, further on in the Magazine,
entitled ~'That Hash we Have for Dinner," we feel bound to give the prefer-
ence to the latter, which, unlike the "Prize Oration," contains nothing repug-
nant to our religious convictions, but much, on the contrary, with which we, in
common with mariy of our fellow-countrymen can sympathize. We clip
t\VO characteristic stanzas fron1 the middle of the poem :-
" I don't know what it's made of; and I seriously doubt
Whether any human being is able to find out.
It's a thing alike of mystery to veteran and beginner;
And its anything but toothsome-that hash we have for dinner.
"I look with vague misgivings, on every dog I meet,
And vex myself with wondering what par t of him I'll eat.
. Will it be his shank or shoulder, his outer side or inner-
Or yet his tail-that seasons that hash we have for dinner.
vVE venture to think that age has not affected our personal appearance;
except indeed by increasing our beauty. We present the present number of
the OWL to our readers, as we promised last Session, in an entirely new dress;
we print it on fine tinted paper; and we transmit it postage-paid. Our friends
and supporters are reminded that all this involves a large outlay, and that
we look toothem to increase our subscription-list by new names. We believe
that we shall not look in vain.
~ \VE beg our Exchanges to take notice °that in consequence of the
recent postal alterations, we purpose for the future to prepay all copies of the
OWL sent to thern ; and that we consequently look for reciprocal action on
their part. \Ve must reduce our Exchange-list somewhat; but we shall always
wish to continue exchanging with the magazines and journals published oat
other Colleges.
WE give credit to the Editors of the Targum, of Rutger's College, N. J., fOr
having produced a very pleasant and readable journal, which they seem to
conduct without any of that bitterness by which sectarian publications are so
often characterized. We have to apologize to our contemporary for an odd
transmogrification of his name, of which we were guilty in our last num ber.
The classical instincts (we presume) of our printer or his devil turned "Tar-
gU1TI," into "Tarquin ;" whether "Superbus' or "Priscus," it did not appear.
In either case we fear our conternporary's republican feelings must have been
somewhat hurt. May we venture, without offence, to ask him what connexion
there can be between himself and the old Chaldee .paraphrase on the Penta-
teuch to which the name of Targum has hitherto been confined? No wonder
our Printer couldn't believe in such a name for a College journal.
WHILST on the subject of errata, we may as well call our readers' attention
to another erratum in our June number, -by which the meaning of a quotation
is affected. We refer to the word "common-place" on page 388, (Editor's
Table) zd line from the bottom, which ought to read "common-sense."
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VVE have much pleasure in inserting, under the head of "Correspondence," a
communication from our old friend Mr. C. F. Wilcox, to whose exertions when
on the editorial staff of the OvVL, so illuch of our early success was due. We
• hope that Mr. Wilcox, having thus broken the ice, will favor us with more
contributions. His letter reached us towards the end of last session, too late
for insertion in our June num bcr, in 'which it should naturally have appeared.
OUf fair correspondent at "Santa Clara of the Mississippi," will accept our
best acknowledgements, not merely for her letter itself, but also and especially
for that tone of warm arid friendly interest which marks it. That any concur-
rence of circumstances, however fortunate, will lead us to the .' Home of the
Young Eagle," is more. than we have any reason to expect; but \ve are none
the less grateful for the prospective welcome so kindly held out to us.
IN a new book of verses by Ed-ward Lear, the author of the celebrated
" Book of Nonsense," we find the following ; in 'which, as one of the parties
therein referred to, we, the Owl himself, naturally feel some interest, and .
'which is so good that no apology is .needful for giving it. The writer of our
new serial story 'will take notice that the connexionof OV/18 with Pussy-cats
cannot be monopolized. Great minds unll sometimes concur in the same
thought, even without intercommunication,
THE OvVL AND THE PUSSY -CAT.
The Owl and . the Pussy-cat went to sea
In a beautiful pc:a green boat;
They took S0111e honey and plenty of money
Wrapped up in a five-pound note.
The Owl looked up to the moon above,
And he sang to a small guitar;
"Oh, lovely Pussy, oh, Pussy my love,
.What a beautiful Pussy you are,
You are,
What a beautiful Pussy you are."
Pussy said to the Owl, "You elegant fowl,
How wonderful sweet you sing ;
Oh, let us get married, too long have we tarried ,
But what shall we do for a ring?"
So they sailed away for a year and a day,
To the land where the Bong-tree grows,
And there in the wood, a Piggy -wig stood,
With a ring in the end of his nose,
His nose,
With a ring in the end of his nose.
" Dear Pig, are you willing to sell for one shilling
Your ring?" Said the Piggy, "I will."
So they took it away, and were married next day
By the Turkey .that lives on the hill.
They dined on mince and slices of quince,
Which they ate with a runcible spoon;
And hand in hand, on the edge of the sand,
They danced by the light of the moon,
The moon,
They danced by the light of the moon.
I dIe J.Vo/e:s~
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""ITE begin to feel ourselves genuine "Owls' once more, now that vve are
Vl sitting in our sancturn, after the varied excitements' of 'vacation, busily
prepari ng matter for our Septembel' issue. Everything looks bright and
cheerful this Session, The College has within its walls nearly all the students
it can accommodate ; everyone is studying hard; and what we consider the
best of all is, that not a single long face-s-al beit {; 'long faces" are usually
regarded as inevitable during the, first few weeks after Vacation-is La be seen
in the.yard. The OvYL also is happy. It takes its flight this month, as our
kind subscribers will perceive, in a bran new dress ; and we have every reason
to hope that, handsome as its appearance will henceforth be, its beauty 'will
not exceed its wisdom.
THE Commencement Exercises of this Colleg'e, were held on the zd and
3d of June last. Monday, June zd. the first night, was devoted to the Lite-
ra ry Entertainment. The doors were opened at an early hour to a large
crowd without ; and, immediately, a rush ensued; each person striving to. .
obtain one of the foremost seats, 'whence a good view co uld be obtained of the
stage. O thers followed close upon the heels of th is crowd, so that the ushers
had plenty to do ; and it was not long .before they announced that the H all
'was com forta bly filled .
First on the programme of the evening, caine a "Selection from Tan-
c redi," by the College Band, which was listened to with .anention and warrnly
applauded. Master Cary Friedlander was then introduced; who delivered
the "Introductory Address," with a clear voice and in a pleasing manner.
This "vas followed by a very well rendered duet on the piano forte, by ~\lasters
R. and H. Bowie, Mr. Franklin IVlcCusker next discoursed at some length;
yet in asensible style, upon the rather dry subject of '< H..eligious Education. "
1\1r. J. L. Carrigan carne next, with a channing fantasia upon the violin,
T he style in which he played showed that he possessed talent of a high order
as a violinist; for his performance was far above the ordinarv mark, and
reflected great credit not only upon himself but upon his instructor, Professor
E . Gran1111. It was follo-wed by an ably 'written pOelTI, by l\Ir. James Cod-
dington, entitled (, The Dying Soldier," which was delivered with much
feeling by Master Jas . Walsh. Then carne SOnle piano music-a terzetto, by
Messrs, B. P . Smith, A.. O. Arguello, and ~L\ . Den. f\ dialogue carne next,
entitled, "'The Modem Lawyer's Plea," which was much too farcical to suit
our taste; though it seemed to create great amusement alTIOng the small boys .
JYIr. D. O, Furlong was next introduced, and delivered an oration upon
"Secular Education." This gentlerqan has both a fine voice and a .good
delivery, and did full justice to an oration which, though on a dry 'subject was
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well and ably written. The literary part of the Entertainment then concluded
with a Dialogue entitled "The Old and New," written by 1\11'. Hermann 13..
Peyton, and spoken by Masters V. J\'!cClatchy, J. F. Smith, W. T. Davis and L,
Palmer. The dialogue was wel] written; the ideas being both good in them-
selves and well expressed in smoothly Ho\ving> verse. There was, however, one
objection to it : it was too long; and the interest which it excited in the
beginning, began to flag long before the encl. Though all the speakers in
this dialogue did very well, Ma ster '7. lVlcClatchy is especially deserving of
credit for his clear and forcible elocution. The evening then closed with the
grand chorus and solo of J...am billotte's "l\1agnificat/' rendered by the
students) aCC0111panied by the String Band.
The next morning was not marked by anything worthy of note. As the
hour of noon approached, however, \ve observed many of the students casting
long and wistful glances at the doors of the refectory, within 'which the tables
were fast being loaded with delicacies calculated to tickle the palate of the
most fastidious gourn1and. It was a goodly sight to see the invited guests and
the long line of students filing into the spacious hall, with smiling faces and
hungry looks, charitably bent on relieving the groaning tables of their heavy
load; and wen, I ween, was this self-imposed task performed, p..s, pleasant
feature of the banquet was the sweet music 'which the band "discoursed" froJJt
flze outside, so that its charming strains Blight be mellowed by distance, and
might not disturb the conversation of the banqueters.
The afternoon was spent in pleasant colloquies between the various guests,
the Fathers and the students: and after the evening collation, all adjourned to
the .huge Exhibition Hall, which was filled to its-utmost capacity by the elite of
San Francisco, San Jose, and their respective vicinities. It musthave beeu a
gratifying sight to the good Fathers, to glance back upon that vast assern blage
of the friends of the College, gathered there to show their appreciation of the
good work which is being done within these walls,
One principal feature of the evening "vas the presence of His Grace, the
Archbishop; the sight of whose white cassock in the central chair, sent a thrill
of joy and pride through every Catholic heart.
The exercises began with the "Overture from Semiramis," by ihe College
Brass Banel. The piece, though a difficult one, was very beautiful; and was
rendered 'by the band in its usual excellent style.
'The chief part of the evening's entertainment, was the scientific lecture on
>i& Spectrum A..nalysis, and the Constitution of the Universe,"-in two parts-
by Messrs, fl. B. Peyton and A. L. Veuve, assisted by Messrs, M. ] . . Walsh
and F. l\'l cCusker. Natural science is generally known to be the strong point
of this College; though, most assuredly, no other branch of education is
neglected for its sake. And it is not only from the excelleuce of its Profes-
sors, but also to some extent from the very valuable and complete philosophi-
cal apparatus "which it possesses-quite unmatched on the Pacific Coast-s-that
Santa Clara College has gained this reputation.
In the ' first part of the Lecture, l\iIr. Peyton explained, at length, the . youth-
ful science of Spectrum Analysis, from the fundamental experiment of Newton
by which a ray of white light is decomposed into its constituent rays, up to
the latest discoveries made by the eminent scientists of our own time. The
gentlernan was most lucid in 'all his explanations, and perform ed his difficult
task to admiration. And at its conclusion, he made the very apposite
remark that the results already obtained in this science, were but "the baby
figure of the great mass of things to corn e." Mr. M. J. Walsh was also
deserving of much praise, for the skill he showed in managing the electric
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light, and projecting the delicate and beautiful spectra) not only of the more
familiar metals, such as zinc, copper and iron, but also of sorne of those rarer
metals which have been discovered by spectrum analysis, such as c~um" ,
rubidium, indium, and thallium
. The second part of the lecture illustrated the application of these principles
to the investigation of the Nature and Constitution of the U-niverse.
The Conferring of Degrees came next. The Archbishop, seated in the
centre of the stage and supported on either side by the Faculty, gave the
following degrees :-to IVlr.J1. J. Walsh, A.B., the degree of Master of Arts;
and the degree of Bachelor of Science to Messrs, l\.. 0, Arguello, J. L.
Carrigan, F. lVlcCusker, and R. F. del Valle.
Mr. A. O. Arguello, then came forward and delivered the Valedictory
Address, which both in substance and in style redounded greatly to his credit.
It will be found on another page.
This was followed by an elegant oration addressed to the new Graduates,
by Dr. J. C. Shorb, of San Francisco. Speaking as a man of the world, and
at the same time as a Christian and a Catholic, he gave them sound counsel
and advice as to their future lives. No doubt the young gentlemen to .whom
he spoke will long keep fresh in their memories his eloquent and impressive
admonitions, which seemed to come right from his heart and to go straight
into theirs.
'The only cerem ony remaining was the. ..A...nnouncement of f\ wards : an
interesting feature to those concerned, though not perhaps to the majority of
the audience, which 110\V began to thin rapidly. Vve have not space to give
the entire list of prizes, but the extra ones were as follows :-
To \tv m. I-1. Hereford, for the best essay on the question :-" 'Vas the
Suppression of the Knights Ternplars justifiable? "-a gold medal, the gift of
It. Waldteufel, Esq., of San Jose. Competitors deserving mcntion-s-V. S.
McClatchv and R. Bowie.
To vV{-n. 1'. Gray, for the best solution of problems in Algebra and
Geornetry, a gold medal, the gift of Hon, C. T. Ryland, of San Jose. Com-
petitors deserving mention-C. Friedlander and B. P. Smith.
To H... F. del Valle, for the best assay of silver are by three different pro-
cesses, a gold medal, the gift of Hon. C. T. Ryland. Competitors deserving
mention-s-A.. L. Veuve, H. B. Peyton and J. L. Carrigan.
'To Geo. H. Roundey, for the best solution of problems in higher Arith-
metic, a gold medal the gift of Hon. C. T. Ryland. Competitors deserving
mention-s-J. Callaghan and T. Durbin.
To Tv1. ]. Walsh, for the best essay on the question :-" IVIagnetic Force
and its Applications; "-a gold medal, the gift of A. Waldteufel, Esq. Com-
petitor deserving mention-i-F. 1\tlcCusker.
The next morning, farewells were said, and the students departed to their
respective homes, followed by the good wishes of the Fathers that their vaca-
tion might be pleasant and profitable.
GLANCING round the playground and the Study Hall on our return, \ve can-
not but mourn the absence of lnany familiar faces. If their owners should
ever read these pages, Jet them be assured of our kind rem ern brance of them,
and our sincere wishes for their prosperity. But \ve will say no more, test the
Idle N otist should be accused of waxing pathetic. Only let us exhort QUI'
students to continue as they ha ve begun, and then all will run on as smoothly
and as merrily as they could wish.
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ON Augu st 2 3d , was he ld the Ann ual Meeting of the OVi'L Association ; the
President of the Col lege in the chair. The following gentlemen were ap-
pointed to constitute the Boar d of Editors for the present Session :-Pro-
fessor H. Dance; (President), Hermann B.. Peyton , Alcide A. Veuve, Julien
Burling, and William S. H ereford.
THE following Societies have reorganized. We append such lists of officers
as have been handed us by the respective Secretaries ..
THE Sodality of the Immacul ate .Conception reorganized on the 15th of
August, the Feast of the Assumption, with the follow ing officers :-A. L.
Veuve, Prefect; D.O. F urlong, I st Assistant ; ' 'T . Morrison, zd Assistant ;
R. Soto, Secretary; S. J. Fellom, Treasurer; J. Machado, Sacristan.
TUE officers of the Parthenian Dialectic Society are :-Rev. A. Vars i, S']'J
President , A. L. Veuve, Vice President; R. So-to, Secretary ; S. ]. Fellom
Treasurer; D. O. Furlong, Censor.
THE Philalethic Literary Society has reorganized. The following is ' the
list of officers :-Professor H. Dance, President, (reelected unanimously); D.O_
.Furlong, Vice President ; A. L. Veuve, Rec. Sec., (reelected) ; Julien Bur -
ling, Cor. Sec. ; W. S. Hereford, Censor; B Smith, Treasurer; S. Fellorn ,
Librarian; J. T. Walsh, Assistant. Librarian.
THE Philhistor ian Debating Society, has also reorganized. The list of
officers stands as follows :-Rev. ]. Pinasco , S. J., President; R. Soto, Vice
President; G. Roundey, Rec. Sec. ; A. McCone, Censor; J. Machado, Libra-
rian; J. Callaghan, Cor. Sec. ; A. Bell , Treasurer.
THE Cecilian Society has reorganized, 'with the following list of officers :-.
Rev. J. Caredda, S. J. , President; A. F. Sauffrignon, S.B., Vice President; L. lVL
Pinard, Secretary; H. B. Peyton, Treasurer; C. Georget, Censor; S. Fellom,
Music Keeper.
THE Senior Dramatic Society held its first meeting on Saturday evening,
August I r th, on which occasion the following officers were elected :-Rev. J.
Pinasco, S. ]., Pr esident; H. B. Peyton , \lice President; A. L. Veuve, Rec.
Secretaryf (reelected) ; J. F . Dunne, Treasurer; D .O. Furlong, Censor;
Julien Burling, Prompter.
THE Junior Dramatic Society, at its first regular meeting, elected the follow-
ing officers :-Mr. R. Kenna, S. ]., President; V. S. McClatchy, Vice Presi-
dent; L. Palmer, Rec. Sec., (reelected); W. S. Davis, Treasurer, (reelected);
A. J. l\1cCone, . Censor; ]. D. Harvey, Prornpter. .
THE SanctuarySociety reorganized, August loth, 1873. The officers are
as follows :-Mr. _B. Calzia, S. J., Director; . L. Palmer, President; J. F .
Smith, Secretary; A. Pierotich, Treasurer; C. Ebner, Censor.
THE'}Etna B.B.C. has ' elected the following officers :-Mr. B. Calzia, S. J.,
President; Jas. F. Dunne, Vice President; L. C. Winston; Rec. Sec. ; D.O.
Furlong, Cor. Sec.; T, Durbin, Treasurer; G. Hopkins, Censor; A. L .
Veuve, Captain t st Nine, (r.eelected)~
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SA~T..A- CLARA:7
In making room for their im mense stock of Fall Goods' which is expected
from the East .in a few days,
Ar~ Selling Off, at unprecedented low prices.
their previous stock of - .
Dl~JT' Goods; Clothing, Boots and Shoes, Carpets,
M~tting, etc.~ etc. .
$an JJtlS~ Jlttsi~aI ·· J[nstitttf~t
.Over Spring & Co.'s Store, Sap. Jose'.
~HE U ndersigned beg to inform the .inhabit ant s of San Jose, Santa
~ Clara, and their vicinities, that having perfected all the ,necessar y
arrangements, they are now prepared to give lessons in
Instrumental ~lllSi~,(on the Violin and Piano,) in Vocal Music,
, and in the 'I'heory of llIllsic.
"P rivate lessons on the Piano given at th~ residence of Pupils if desired.
For further particulars apply to
E. GRAMM.
Professor of the Violin and Piano, and of the Theory of Music.
H. L. SOHEMMELL,
Professor of Vocal Music and the Piano.
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t
327 & 329 First Street, San Jose.
Manufacturing and Custom \l\Tork on premises,
HIBERNIA SAVING AND LOAN SOCIETY.'
Pre81:clent.-l\L D. SWEENY,
:vI. D. S\VEENY,
C. D. O'SULL1VAN ,
JOHN SlTIJLIVAN,
H.. J . TOBIN
7 ,' !'((;-; urpJ' .. • ••• .••. ..•
.-1 ttor ueu . . .. . .
OFE'I CEP,S :
I lTic (~ Presid eut.s-C. D. O'SULLIV AN.
TnLT RT)1~E8 :
I
Nl. J. O 'CON:'~OR,
P. ~lcARAN ,
GUSrr AVE TO UC HAHD.
JO S. A. DON AHOE ,
PETEH DONOHU E .
. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .ED\-\~ .1..RD NIABTJN .
.. . !{JCFIAHD TOBIN.
Remittances fro m the country m.HY be sent through Wells, F argo & Co' s Express office, or any
reliable Banking' House, but the Society will not be re sponsihl e for their safe delivery. Th e sign n u~
ture of the depo sitor should accompany the first depo sit. A paper pa ss-bo ok will be delivered to th e
agtmt by whom th e deposit is made.
...... _..
Deposits Received from $2.50 upwards
Office hours, front 9 A.M. to 3 P.M.
OWING to the death uf the senior member of the firm ofJ. DINEGAN & SON, Merchant Tailors,
the business will hereafter be conducted by J. H.
DINEGAN, who hopes by strict attention to business,
to merit a continuance of the patronage so liberally bes-
towed on the .lat e firm.
A fine assortment of the best and latest style oj' goods
al1J(}a~tjs on Iuund; arui a perfect fit fjUaTtlllteed.
Prices reasonable, and work promptly delivered .
~Remelnber the place: next door to Wells, Fargo & Co.'s
Express Office. J. H. DINEGAN., .
Santa Clara.
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F. B. KINGTON.G. 1. Tun,NER.
Joseph Stewart,
Franklin st., Santa Clara,
(Next door to Duncan's fruit store)
Hair Cutting,
Shaving,
Shampooing
and Hair Dying.
Cor. suu« .e Fr(t1~klin sts,
~~I~JC~ ~Jl~~~~
$~nb. t~a,l~ $laoker
MANUFACTORY,
Turner & Kington,
Cor. Franklin and Lafayette sts,
Sl-lNrrJ\. CLARJ-\.
~ Fashionable Shoe Store, ~ .
o &
E.LAMORY
/
I
.I••rlpeHOPARD,OUIS
D~AI ..EH IN
Groc(-'rie~, ProviRions, Wines, Li-
q HOI'S, Cigars Tobacco, etc.,
NOll 351. First st., San Jose.
~IANUFACTunER .-iND DB~ALElt IN
AUGUST HABBIeR,
Santa Clara Store,
(Opposite Santa Clara College)
\V 01es~le aud .]~etail ~)£aler r 'lin
Groceries, PrOVl~lons, elgart:', 10-
bacco, I .. iquors, etc.,
~ .1\.11 kinds of produce taken ill
exchange, or purchased at regular
Markot R;ate8.
r1lfiI~-~~&.__ =-;:·"'·~ -4~
Wa~tches, Diamond.s.
JE~EL:R"Y~ &C_~
No. 26/; Aueerai» Block,
322 & 324 Bush Street,
SAN FRANCISCO.
P~YQl~f®
llF~m~H(
~ ~@)~~
Importers, Booksellers, Stationers
and Publishers,
6~O (.'0 622 W ashington-street ,
SAN FRAN(}l).~;()O.
w~ II~ JrI~SON~
+ +.·~~ 10iO\k t!~ Yroibl n.~F-Ent;~r
I , -~ ~ =!J ~ ~f ~ ~ J[ ~ --~ -=~ ~
=.> t)"U
Santa Clara Oollege, t-anto. Claro.
(D~de~;) £e~b u.b b~e r.~po~l (CfFce, CJ~ c. t
OWeee~, ~aA<J()- Q) C(2()-,'~ ftx~'l,e~~
(O~~~ce, LU-~££ meeb w-~.t~ ~~()-I'Y\;I'1b (tbten/-
t~()-~v.
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lVIi\URICEO'BRIEN ~
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
CAANUFACTURE ,
. 351i? 1!fJID,~~t ~tlJ~@t~ ~~D, ~@)~~~
(Nl"C.A.1-i, S.A.'N FERNANDO.!
C. J. Martin & Co.,
. Are now in receipt of a fine and well sel.ectec1 stock: of
Havin« bouvht from first hands we o'nal'antee to save to our custouiers~ ,,-. 't'"" _
,fr om 10 to 15 per cent, We would ask the C~ollege boys especial lv
to come and look at our French Cassimeres, Beavers and Tailors' Trirn
lllil1g~. \V·e know YOH want the hest and we have got it for yon.
A Liberal Discount made to Tailors.
c. J. MARTIN & ce.,
320 Fil"St Street, Salt Jose.
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·
. .. .1
E"'I~,Ol\1 'I'lIE
Leading Manufacturers of the East and
Europe.
-_._--- ._----------~------
s. Eo COI\ Santa Clara & Malreket sts, San Jose
Dry Goods,
Gents' and Childrens' Clothing,
~ Boots and Shoes, Hats and Caps,
:-1 etc. , etc., etc.
~ ft 3aiLai'in!J IJlilaltlilihment iii attached. ~
':!/ ../~. _~;;y~ ·;;:'~ .: , ~~CQ'--~ra.~/ · '· '-:S 'J·~'2..:...~-I~~~~ ......~) ~~ . , , ..b' 1'::/ ~'j--",-~ '- ' ~~e., ,~
--------------------
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John F. rrobin,
D E A1,Elt I :N
Fruits, Pipes,
Nuts, Cigars,
Confectionery, Tobacco,
s ~r .L~ 'l'I O N EI~ Y,
~lulr~ @OtHlr.t ~p.crta clt"r;t &i .,
N. JV. COT, JV(1s7dJiyton ~~ F'rtr5nkl'in sts.,
(O pposite 0 <111 Fl~1]o w~ 1 IIalL)
I ~ianta t la t;a Q1lOP Jlouag,
I ·Y" (Od d Fd!"W;;:Bllll (~hl;~
~ Frank lin f;t,} ~~,~V'}!.1-a Clara
.L ...... A. 1 ~) lis, 1.....: ;,L f:lI. 1J At-iJ,
~ .JUcal§ }It aU hours.
~ ---IAll tlw CldBl:rl'l,i"", or t~: B W180! ' on ];,md.
II!:3'rG iVe us a CaH ~
Eo SCHRODER,
F ancy Pastry and Confectionery made to
order on the shortest notice .
Ban s and P arnes supplied on .reasonabl e
. t erms-
COT . F irst and E l Dorado sts., .Sun J ose.
(Entrance on F Irst Street.)
CHAS. BOSSERT,
Bread and Biscuit Baker.
Every description of P ictures taken on
sh ort noti ce an d on th e most REASON-
ABLE TE RThtfS.
111
JI
I~otograp~i' irtistt
1373,1
. .
vii
Hensley Block, Sa11ta Clara st.,
The best variety of '
Metalic Caskets, Black Wain ut,
Rosewood ana Plain Coffins
, Always on hand.
Orders by telegraphpl'urnptly filled.
E-mbabning done in the best possible
rnaavner; for shipment to the States
and elsewhere.
Reference given.
DEALEHS IN
Beef,
Pork,
Mutton,
Veal,
Lamb, etc.
Stall No.1, City Market,
Market Street, San Jose.
(IIpnsl ey'ls Bloek,)
K. \-"T. cor Sant:i Clara and Market
. streets, Salt ..J ORe.
G. Demetrie, &CO., Proprietors.
~The proprietors only ask their
friends, and the 'p uhlic, to give
their establishment a trial, and
they will feel satisfied with the
result,
]II( ~~ 4, lflI~
Corner of JTil'stand Santa Clara
S-,,-~N JOSE.
Receive' General and Special Deposits in Go]<1, Silver and Currency, deal in U- S
Bonds ,and Legal ,Tenders, and do a General Banking Business.
DRAW EXOHANGE ()N
-D O N O H O E , KELLY, & Co., San Francisco.
h UGENE KELLV, .& co., Ne-w Yorl~.
fJONSOLIDATED BANK (Llmtted.) London.
BANK OF IRELAND, Dublin. .
The ccOml's" AclverflS1Jll[ Supplernent.
YOUNG LADIES' INSTITlJlE~
~Q)Jll@ ~ @J~ l1Q)t~~ D~.@)~
San Jose, Cal R
ST. }liARY'S A~Cj\~DE )~lY, SANT -L~ CLL\RA.
TH IS Institution 1Sconducted by tIle Sfst.erB.of Notre Dame, and was opened in August 1872;to afford those of moderate means an opportunity to procure, for their daughters, at a triflinsr
expense, a sound, moral and intellectual education; such as will enable them to become usefu1
and intelligent WOIDeD. .
To place the benefits of this Institution within the reach of the greater number, the charge win ,
only be $16 Per Mordh, payable in advance. 'I'here is also a
Young Ladies' Day School, .
T1fJRllIS :-EIAn1entary Class, per Month ~ ~ $3.00
Prhnary ., H ••••••••••• v • • • • • • • • • • • • 1.50
RlXTRA,:-French and Spanish 'Lang uages per Month ~ 1.00
Piano " .. , . ". .... 6.00
Plain vocal Music .. ~ ~ . . . gr-
Vocal Music of a hig-her degree , , . . . . . . . 2 CO
rrHIS Institution, which is incorporated according to th e laws of the State, and empowered to
confer academical honors, commenced its Twenty First Annual St"S~'310n", on Monday, Augus t
:21st, 1872. .
-fhe Co'urse of instruction embraces all the branches of a.
thorough Education.
r s u u».
Entranee to 1)6 paid but once.. ~ ~ ~. ~ '.. ~ .. .-~ .. ~ .$15.0'0
Board and Tui tion, per quarter ~ ~ , .. , 62.5{)
,\Vashing , per quarter ~ v • ~ ~ •• ~ ~ 12.fjO
Physicians' fees unless it may be pr eferred to pay
the hi II in Cfiseof sickness, per quarter ~ ~ ~ . ~ a .. • 2.f)~
Piuno, Voeal ~IH~~ie, Drnwlng and Painting' form extra eharges : but there
?3 no extra charge for . tbe French, Spanish or (-:~~rrn.aa Lang'llmg'~8" nor for Plain
SBtving' and Faney Xeedlewurk. /
Payments are requirod to 118 made half a Session in advance.
Pupils will find jt much to their advantage to be present at the opening of th e
Session. . . . ' ' '.
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TELEGRAPHIC TRAN,SFERS MADE ON NEW YORK
Interest alirnced OJ~ Time Deposit«.


